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Letters�

The unity and discipline in so-

ciety are must for nation build-

ing. When society is united

and conscious it can bring a

change in the nation.
Dr. Mohan Bhagwat

Sarsanghchalak

India must stand united on all

fronts and then country will

touch skies of prosperity.
Narendra Modi

Prime Minister of India

Without being capable of

bringing peace into your life,

there’s no way you’re going

to be capable of bringing

peace to the world.
Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev

Founder Isha Foundation

I place great importance on

the China-US relationship,

and look forward to working

with you to uphold the princi-

ples of non-conflict, non-con-

frontation, mutual respect and

win-win cooperation.
Xi Jinping

President, China to Donald Trump
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Trump victory & Haley's nomination
The people of USA have elected Donald Trump as the new US Pres-

ident. It is truly a landmark win for the Republican Party and ushers in
new era of dynamics for USA and the world.  Some apprehensive com-
mentators have highlighted uncertainty around foreign and business pol-
icy changes with Donald Trump especially since his US presidential cam-
paign focused a lot on winning back the "American dream and pride".
Reports have also highlighted how Trump has proposed to renegotiate
multinational treaties like the North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (Naf-
ta) and has criticised countries like China and India for taking away US
jobs. His promise to come down hard on immigration could have a bear-
ing on Indian students and IT workers looking for jobs in the US.

But, by and large Indians are happy, in particular after the appoint-
ment of PIO Nikki Haley as the next US envoy to the UN. Enthusiasts
believe Trump will bring a practical flavour to grow business ties with
India and could be a huge positive for the Indian technology industry.
With the recent regulatory challenges that the US technology compa-
nies have faced in China, India automatically becomes the most pre-
ferred partner to grow the business as well as harness the new frontiers
of technology, they suggest. The Indian tech industry is witnessing a
shift in business dynamics with emerging areas like cloud, social me-
dia, big data, analytics, artificial intelligence and overall digital wave.

Appointment of Nikki Haley , the first Indian-American to occupy a
Cabinet position in the US , as the next US envoy to the UN is another
aspect that enthrals Indians.  Haley can play a first-hand role in push-
ing Indian-American relations forward, and help advance Indian inter-
ests at the global high-table. The strong Indo-American community can
also expect to reap rich rewards. The fact that Haley shares an excel-
lent rapport with Prime Minister Modi is an added benefit.However, it
would be naïve to imagine Haley voicing Indian interests that might run
counter to the Trump agenda. Now more than ever, one can expect
terrorism, permanent seat for India at the United Nations, and stronger
ties with the US, to be goals indeed attainable - which by themselves
would be very positive achievements.

But to think by the election of Trump as US president or appoint-
ment of Nikki as envoy will solve our problems will be foolishness. we
have to confront our problems and find solution to them ourselves.

– Opinder Sachdeva, Karnal, Haryana
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Demonetisation

Pain for Gain?
"Only those who will risk going too far can possible

find out how far one can go."

— (T.S. Elliot)

All currency notes of the denomination of INR 500 and INR 1,000 have been demonetized by

Central Government of India from November 8th, 2016. These currency notes ceased to be legal

tender after midnight on the day of the announcement. This surprising, (shocking to many) an-

nouncement was made by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi himself in a televised proclamation.

The move, he said, has been aimed to curb black money (illegal money) and fake currency notes in

circulation in country's monetary system rampant across India. . This unexpected pronouncement

astonished the whole country and the news spread like wild fire reaching every ear within the few

hours and everyone was on move at their respective levels. There hardly is any one decision by the

government that has affected and put entire population in motion simultaneously like this one to

demonetise Rs 500 & Rs 1000 currency notes. People mostly appreciate this decision as one of the

boldest and strongest steps in post-independence history of India towards eradication of illegal

money. However, the move has caused major disruptions in the lives of the common man and in

the economic activity also. Not that this disruption was not anticipated, but its prolongation is

hurting badly. Long queues at banks and ATMs - which continue to run out of cash all too soon -

and restrictions on cash withdrawals, are testing the patience of people that has started to wear

thin with each passing day of the transition to new notes. Unfortunately there is no immediate relief

in sight also.

Courageous decision of demonetisation has not come all of a sudden. In fact, several mea-

sures taken by the Government such as connecting large population with the banking system

through opening of "Zero Balance Account", making compulsory payment of subsidy of cooking

gas through bank account, Income Declaration Scheme, 2016 etc preceded it. And if government

is to be believed, it is neither the last one. Some more steps are supposed to be followed to ensure

eradication of the menace of illicit money and fake currency. Coming back to demonetisation it has

hammered a big blow to the counterfeit currency that was mostly been used to fund terrorist and

other subversive activity against India. Pakistan and its notorious secret service ISI had used fake

currency for too long. Demonetisation has shaken their logistics and it will take considerable time

to realign it. Politicians using huge unaccounted money to fund elections is another class that has

been hit very hard. They understandably are crying loud.  There is no denial that people have

suffered a lot of inconvenience, due to the process involved in exchange of demonetised currency

notes to new acceptable one. But it has become clear is that the difficulties have been drawn out

due to a) miscalculation by ailing implementation agency and b) because the people holding huge

unaccounted currency are unsettling the process in order to either exchange as much as they can

or hope that prolonged suffering of common man may create a law and order issue forcing a

rethink by the government. However now it is clear that nothing like that is going to happen. While

analysing cost-benefit proportion of demonetisation move it must be remembered that the number

of Rs 500 notes in circulation increased from 1,141 crore as of 31 March 2014 to 1,571 crore as

of 31 March 2016, an increase of whopping 38 percent over two years. Similarly, the number of

Rs 1,000 notes rose 24.5 percent from 508 crore to 633 crore during the period. Both the denom-

inations together witnessed a jump of 33.6 percent over the two-year period. In value terms, Rs

500 and Rs 1000 notes together account for Rs 14.2 lakh crore, which is 86.4 percent of the total

as of 31 March 2016. This for sure was abnormal increase. Several Reasons could be responsible

for it but illicit and fake was certainly the major one. Hence the move to demonetise is welcome.

Government must meanwhile speedup the process of remonetisation to minimise difficulties of

people and to resume economic activity.
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13th Rashtriya Sabha of SJM concluded with an earnest appeal to the Prime

Minister Narendra Modi not to waste the unique opportunity provided by the

almighty to change the destiny of India. National Convenor of SJM Sh. Arun

Ojha in his concluding remarks congratulated PM for making Indians feel proud

globally and converting their fear into hope; dreams into action and generating

enthusiasm among the youth of  the country. Substantial change in the economic

policy planning was needed to realise the ultimate objective of real development,

Arun Ojha added.

Rashtriya Sabha was held in Kurukshetra famous for the battle of Maha-

barata ,The DharmaYudha between righteousness and wickedness, from 12th to

14th November 2016 in the Geeta Niketan Vidyalaya.  Rahtriya Sabha was inau-

gurated by well known ‘Geeta Manishi’ Rev. Gyananandji Maharaj and Acharya

Dev Vratji a prominent Arya Samaji leader, principal of  Kurukshetra-based Gu-

rukul who at present happens to be the Governor of  Himachal Pradesh also.

Sh. Anirudh Deshpandey, Akhil Bharatiya Samparak Pramukh of  Rashtriya

Swayamsevak Sangh was the key speaker in the inaugural ceremony.

Swami Gyanand ji Maharaj began his speech with underlining of the impor-

tance of the three days during which Rahtriya Sabha was being held. Describing

these days among the most auspicious days of  Hindu Calender; Swami ji termed

Change Economic Policy to change
destiny of the people: Arun Ojha

Rashrya Sabha of

Swadeshi Jagran

Manch was held in

Kurukshetra from

12-14th November

2016, Hundreds of

SJM activists from

across the nation

attended. Here is a

brief report by

Swadeshi Samvad
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love for “Swadeshi” as the foun-

dation of nation building and

“Swadeshi” movement lead by

SJM as the utmost need of the

hour. Swami ji explained how

“Seh” the world repeated in holy

Geeta with great importance rep-

resents “Swadeshi” sentiment that

is inherent in the holy book. Add-

ing that Swadeshi divinity is gain-

ing global recognition Gyanand ji

Maharaj appreciated the efforts of

Swadeshi Jagran Manch in spread-

ing the awareness about it through-

out the country.

In his speech Acharya Dev

Vrat ji termed the 25 years long

journey of SJM as proud journey

of commitment and devotion and

congratulated activists of SJM for

taking the fight to masses. Acharya

Dev Vrat recalled the days when

Dunkel Draft that included com-

pulsory purchasing of imported

goods from MNCs; was being in-

troduced and said that difference

in behaviour between the respons-

es of people was making all the

difference. Reciting how people of

Japan refused to purchase Califor-

nia Oranges forced upon them  and

ensured they decompose  in stores

, he regretted that at the same time

Scrap New FDI Policy & Publish White Paper on FDI

Government of India has announced consolidated FDI Policy effective from June 07, 2016 under its

major policy thrust of “Make in India” immediately after completion of two years of Modi led NDA govern-

ment at the centre. The avowed objective as stated in the Policy Document is to attract and promote FDI in

order to supplement domestic capital, technology and skills for accelerated economic growth. Departing

from the earlier practice of allowing FDI in different sectors and not allowing in others to protect the

domestic sector(s), now the government has declared its policy of permitting FDI in all sectors, barring a

few prohibited sectors. It is unfortunate that now investment by MNCs has been allowed in several sectors

including Retail Trade, Animal Husbandry, Defence, Food Products, Generic Pharmaceuticals, Security

Agencies, E-Commerce and practically every sector whether as direct investment in Greenfield projects or

through take over/merger by way of brownfield investment and more so upto 100%, except few cases with

either Government approvals  or through the Automation Route. FDI in the Agricultural sector and the

Plantation sector where 100% FDI automation route is allowed for Floriculture Pisciculture cultivation of

vegetables, Production of seeds, Animal husbandry are allowed to the MNCs to make monopoly gain and

control. The plantation sector include, coffee, Rubber, Cardamom, Palm oil tree and olive oil tree. This

means that any MNCs can come to India and acquire our agricultural land for growing vegetables, plantation

and for Animal husbandry which means breeding of any kind of animals including dogs. All other sectors are

sensitive but the Govt of India seems to be insensitive to the common man. The MNCs will be granted legal

rights to file cases against Government of India in the international court, though various agencies including

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Association (MIGA) for any kind of deviation in the policy framework

which is a direct attack on our sovereignty for which many EU countries are already raising their voice for

the recently concluded EU-Canada Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement.

Besides the announcement of the said FDI policy, the Govt. of India is also likely to sign several bilateral

and regional Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) allowing unbridled rights to the MNCs including several con-

cessions for direct and indirect taxes. The overall view of these policies is to compromise with our agricul-

ture, our retail sector or Defence and financial services sector which will have long term negative impact on

our economic sovereignty and self- reliance, our unemployment and it will create volatility in our entire

capital market and the foreign exchange rate. The domestic industry especially our MSME Sector will be

severely affected due to adverse competition from MNCs. The growing adverse impact on our culture and

national security will destabilise our political and socio economic fabric and also lead to large outflow of our

foreign exchange in the form of Royalty, Dividends, technical fees.

Recent studies show that FDI does not always result in a new factory, research facility or office

building to create new jobs, but engages it in transfer of intangible assets (IPR) for the purpose of lowering

its Corporate taxes and for earning monopoly profits through patent and Brand value. India will remain net

importer of capital. There is therefore an immediate need for complete reversal of the FDI policy in the larger

national interest and SJM demand for Govt. of India to publish a White Paper on the FDI inflow in the past

25 years since 1991 and its impact on the overall economic health of the country and till that time there

should be a complete embargo on the implementation of the said FDI Policy which is suicidal. q

Resolution-1

COCOCOCOCOVER STVER STVER STVER STVER STORORORORORYYYYY
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most of Indian people demon-

strated shameful pride in exhibition

of  foreign goods. Such people do

not even realise the damage they are

causing to the economy of the na-

tion. Acharya opined that we must

take pride in our own language,

dress, goods, traditions and every-

thing Swadeshi. World is recognis-

ing contribution of Indian Rishis and

accepts their well researched solu-

tions as the only way forwards.

Acharya touched several as-

pects of Swadeshi issue in particu-

lar related to cow, its milk, urine

cow-dung etc. and Ayurveda and

quoted several researches conduct-

ed by various universities and re-

puted institutions confirming find-

ings of  our ancient Rishis. He as-

serted that most of the problems

faced by the world today were the

outcome of ignoring Swadeshi way

of  living. The learned Acharya in-

vited delegates to visit Gurukul the

200 acre ashram and see for them-

selves the traditional way including

organic farming. He further add-

ed that the permanent solution for

serious problems like both drought

& floods was Swadeshi farming

that is organic farming.

Anirudh Deshpandey in his

Job creation must be thrust of Economic Policies

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch takes serious note of the rapidly diminishing employment opportunities and

declining quality of the employment opportunity available resulting in growing inequality at an alarming speed

and incessant dislocation of people from rural to urban areas. Self employment ceases t be an option anymore.

Entrepreneurs be they I agriculture and allied activity, MSME sector or tiny traders are forced to become

casual or contractual labour in the country.  SJM is constrained to put on record its discontent, aversion and

dissatisfaction for ignoring the warning signals by the government and the people at the helm of affairs.

SJM in its Jodhpur convention had cautioned the government about  Transformation of the country into

a market for cheap imported goods through liberalisation of imports under the economic reforms; over-

emphasized promotion of foreign direct investment (FDI) leading to the takeover of the ownership and control

of 2/3rd of the organised manufacturing sector by foreign multinational corporations. However we are pained

to state that same situation continues in spite of its disastrous effect on the economy reflected in the country’s

unemployment rate reaching to a five-year high of five per cent in 2015-16, from 3.8 per cent in 2011-12. 

The situation is set to worsen further given the reports/ studies indicating that not only are very few

new jobs being created ( merely 60-80 lakhs yearly as against required 1.8 crore every year) but the existent

are either wiped out or under serious threat. one report from world bank has predicted that  “automation”

alone threatens  69% jobs in India.

There are warnings from scientists that rapid development taking place in the field of artificial intelli-

gence and robotics poses grave threat to mass employment.

Similarly Urbanisation is taking place at a faster rate and inequality in earnings is also increasing at an

alarming rate having almost doubled in last two decades, making it the worst performer on this count of all

emerging economies. The top 10% of wage earners now make 12 times more than the bottom 10%, up from

a ratio of six in the 1990s as is shown by the latest annual household survey on employment conducted by

Labour Bureau.

NDA government led by BJP came to power promising more employment, eradicating poverty and

keeping the prices down. SJM regrets to note that the performance on the promises is far from satisfactory.

On the contrary several steps taken by this government are proving to be counterproductive. While much

publicised Make in India has not delivered any impact of consequence opening up of almost all sectors to

FDI has further complicated economic revival. Capacity of Manufacturing sector to create more jobs is

further contrived as MNCs import products as first preference even in the cases where quality products are

available indigenously. Procurement process is also adding to the woes of Indian Industry across the sectors

including services.

Rashtriya Sabha of SJM demands that the government of India must –

1. Shed chasing elusive FDI and tighten screws of MNCs & compel them to purchase locally available products.

2. Impose effective control over cheap imports.

3. Promote Job oriented industrial sectors.

4. Encourage agri-based industry in rural areas like Animal Husbandry, Poultry farming, fishery, apiculture

etc. so as to reverse displacement from rural to urban areas. q

Resolution-2
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Empower the Emerging Swadeshi Solar Energy Industry

The Union government has made some solemn commitments at United Nations Climate Change

Conference, COP 21  held in 2015 . They are –

a. Reducing the CO2 intensity of GDP by 33-35% by2030 from 2005 level.

b. Achieving 40% of installed electric power through renewable energy sources by 2030.

c. Creating additional Carbon Sink of 250-300 crore tonnes.

In the direction of achieving the above targets in a time bound manner, the NDA government is running the

world’s largest renewable energy expansion programme. The objectives are, to increase overall Renewable

Energy capacity from 32 GW in 2014 to 175 GW by 2022. This includes 100 GW from solar power, 60 GW

from Wind, 10 GW from biomass, and 5 GW from small Hydro.

Solar energy seems to enjoy the top most priority of the Renewable Energy Policy of the government as

there is ample scope for generating solar energy because sunlight is available for average 300 days in a year. In

the last two years solar capacity has risen by 4132 MW which is a 157% rise over the capacity in 2014. Solar

power projects of 20904 MW were tendered in 2015-16 and 33 solar parks with a capacity of 20,000 MW in

20 states have been sanctioned. Recognising transmission constraints, a Green Energy Corridor worth Rs.

38,000 crore has also been set up. 31,472 solar pumps also were distributed during 2015-16 besides there has

been substantial increase in Clean Environment cess to finance Clean Energy Projects.

India has suffered a setback at WTO regarding its dispute with the USA about its domestic content policy

in Solar Power Projects. In February 2016 WTO ruled that Government of India’s policy that 30% of Solar

Power Projects under JNNSM should use compulsorily domestically produced solar panels and modules, as

discriminatory. However India’s Solar Power Policy should overcome this setback and march on. Because of

liberal import policy, the foreign players are encouraged to invest in solar energy sector and The Cell manufac-

turers are unable to compete both on technology and even on price structure. Government needs to analyse

comprehensively the loss of case at WTO and take all the required corrective measures to eliminate any

possibility of repetition of the same. Government must also utilise all the available options under the WTO to

strengthen and protect Indian Solar Industry.

It is a happy development that the cost per kWh of Solar Power is continuously falling in the last 5 years.

Year 2015 began with a winning tariff of around Rs. 7 per kWh and ended with below Rs. 5. Today it is around

Rs. 4 per kWh. This trend is expected to continue. Rapid improvement in the manufacture of crystalline silicon

modules, economies of scale and better financing have all made this possible. India should make the most of it

and achieve its ambitious goals on time.|

This Rashtriya Sabha of SJM held at Kurukshetra resolves to-

1. Appreciate and support the sincere efforts of the Union Government as well as the State Governments, in

augmenting the production of Green Energy in general and solar energy in particular.

2. Demand financial and policy support to the Indian solar module manufacturers to come up to international

levels in technology, quality and costs.

3. Give the same level of importance to non-grid connected solar power as to the grid connected solar power.

This is very much necessary for empowering our vast and scattered rural communities.

4. Levy heavy Import duty on the solar sector imports.

5. Incentivize Small manufacturers for generating solar power.  q

Resolution-3

succinct but inspiring speech re-

minded participants the back-

ground in which the need to create

SJM was realised. That was the time

when the then Prime Minister of

India on the floor of parliament had

informed the nation that it had for-

ex reserves for 14 days only and as

an economic emergency gold was

committed to lending agencies in

exchange of  imposed “reforms”.

Subsequently it became clear

that "suggested" solutions proved

to be worst and  we got trapped

in a vicious circle. Deshpandey ji

emphatically stated that the most

of the problems of world were

rooted in the WEST. Paying rich

tributes to the memory of  Rev.

Dattopant Thengadi, he termed

Swadeshi as a complete multi-di-

mensional concept. Ridiculing

those who were likening Swadeshi

Movement to turning back of the

clock , Dr. Deshpandey con-

demned these elements for de-

fending and protecting interests of

COCOCOCOCOVER STVER STVER STVER STVER STORORORORORYYYYY
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developed world which was also

served through institutions like

WTO, World Bank & IMF.

Reflecting on the disastrous

condition of the agriculture sector

supposed to be the backbone of

our economy, he declared organic

farming as ideal way of  farming.

He strongly criticised the opening

of various sectors including animal

husbandry to FDI and asked why

USA and EU were not reducing

agricultural subsidies as was prom-

ised by them in the very beginning.

Prof. Deshpandey was also con-

cerned about opening of Defence

sector to FDI. He also expressed

his worries about education going

into the hands of  foreigners.

Stating that western mentality

is still ruling us, he strongly en-

dorsed the suggestion of  impart-

ing primary education in mother

tongue. He also pleaded shifting of

the pattern of production back to

demand based from the present

one where products are produced

in large quantity first and later de-

mand is created through advertis-

ing. Sarcastically ridiculing the need

to advertise common salt, the

learned speaker explained how

with growth in GDP job creation

shrunk and the promise that FDI

will bring more jobs proved to be

hollow.

Now with the increased mech-

anisation labour laws are being

changed that will further exploit the

poor labourers, he added. Refer-

ring to the age old wisdom that

termed agriculture to be the su-

preme profession followed by trade

and entrepreneurship and service to

be the lowest in that orders he rued

reversal of this golden rule. (mÙke

{ks=ksa] e/;e O;kikj rFkk dfu"B ukSdjh).

Swadeshi was the foundation

principle of  our freedom struggle,

he cautioned adding that our hard

earned freedom was being invad-

ed by various instrumentalities that

include GM, IPR, FDI etc.

Urging delegates to expand

and strengthen organisational net-

work of SJM, he cautioned that

issues are going to multiply in near

future. We have to find the per-

manent solutions which will came

from a Swadeshi mindset only. Sh.

Arun Ojha, National Convenor,

spoke very briefly in the inaugural

session. He laid the annual report

on the table reading only the first

and last portions of it to compen-

sate the time of the session.

Arun Ojha made it clear that

Acharya Dev Vrat was invited to

the Rashtriya Sabha in his capacity

of a valued companion in the long

drawn Swadeshi movement and

not as the representative of gov-

ernment. Sh. Arun Ojha made it

emphatically clear that SJM did not

in any way deviate from its clearly

established traditions.

Others who spoke in the in-

augural session include Sh. Satish

Kumar and Sh. Vijay Vatsa conve-

nor of Haryana State SJM. Those

who were on stage included Sh.KC

Mishra, organising secretary of

BMS,Sh. Ramakant Bharadwaj,

National vicepresident of Lagho

Udhyog Bharti and Sh. Arvind

Kumar an activist,writer from

USA. Sh. KC Sharma VC Kuruk-

shetra University, Padamshri Dr.

Satsh Kumar, arenouned scientist

from DRDO. National Co-con-

venors Sh. Saroj Mitra, Dr. Bhag-

wati Prakash Sharma, Prof. B.M.

Kumarswami, Sh. R. Sundaram

and Dr. Ashwani Mahajan also

joined them

Statement  of National convenor of SJM on
Demonetization of high value notes

SJM welcomes the announcement of Prime Minister de-
monetising Rs. 500 & Rs. 1000 currency notes from midnight of
November 8, 2016 to eliminate black money & take out fake
currency from circulation. SJM has been campaigning for effec-
tive action against black money and counterfeit currency in-
cluding for bringing back the black money stashed abroad.

This recent demonetisation will eliminate black money de-
posited in cash to large extent. Earlier also, in the year 2015
and from June 1st, 2016 to September 30, 2016 government
had announced voluntary declaration scheme. Under both these
schemes Rs. 4147 crores and 65,250 crore were declared re-
spectively. During same period US $380 billion black money
that is Rs. 25,40,000 crore were declared in Indonesia. Out of
which 180 billion dollors that is Rs. 12,00,000 crore black mon-
ey was stashed offshore.

By comparison mere Rs. 4147 crore declaration of offshore
black money in India means the black money stashed away by
Indians abroad is still intact. Therefore exposure of black mon-
ey stashed abroad and taking effective steps to bring that black
is necessary.

Tax evasion by MNCs through transfer pricing or by round
tripping the incomes through tax free zones and investment of
black money through participatory notes also need to be effec-
tively curbed to contain black money. q

COCOCOCOCOVER STVER STVER STVER STVER STORORORORORYYYYY
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Vijay Vatsa, convenor of

Haryana state SJM conducted the

proceedings. Satish Kumar, pre-

sented the key note address.

Other highlights of the con-

vention included over 5 technical

sessions, a Swadeshi Sandesh yatra,

Swadeshi Shankhnaad Sabha, the

public meeting and the concluding

session.

Three resolutions were

passed unanimously in the techni-

cal sessions. There were also spe-

cial talks on several current issues

of national importance. Subject of

the resolutions adopted were: - 1.

FDI policy 2. Unemployment and

3. Renewable energy.

Special Talks were organised

on important issues like current

economic issues in the background

of 25 years of Globalisation by

Dr. Bhagwati Prakash Sharma and

CA R. Sundaram, GM food crops

by Dr. Ashwani Mahajan and Chi-

nese challenge by S. Satish Kuamr.

State convenors also shared with

delegates the details of the activi-

ties in their respective states under-

taken during the year. Well known

artists and students enthralled the

audience with their special acts and

traditional dances etc.

Swadeshi Sandesh Yatra

An exciting ‘Swadeshi Sand-

esh Yatra’ was taken out on the

very first of the Rashtriya Sabha

from Geeta Vidyalaya to Sector 17

ground. Participants were wel-

comed on their way by the people

of Kurukshetra with a lot of love

and enthusiasm. They showered

flowers on the yatris and even

joined them en route. Pro-

Swadeshi and anti China slogans

were raised all along the way be-

fore converging into a grand pub-

lic meeting at Sector 17 ground.

Swadeshi Shankhnad Sabha

The public meeting named

Swadeshi Shankhnad Sabha was

another attractive feature that dis-

played the strong sentiment of

people gathered to listen the SJM

leadership. Swadeshi Shankhnad

Sabha was addressed by Rashtriya

Sanghatak Kashmiri Lal ji, Dr.

VandnaShiva , Sh. KC Mishra and

Ch. Kanwarpal Gujjar, the speak-

er of Haryana State Legislative

Assembly.

Organisational issues were dis-

cussed in a session conducted by

sh. Kashmiri Lal Ji, who laid stress

on expansion and consolidation.

He also reminded 5Ps that is Pra-

vas, Prechar, Patrak, Patrika and

Pradharshan to achieve the desired

objective. Technical sessions also

included parallel sessions, state wise

meetings; Mukta Chintan and cul-

tural show. In the four parallel ses-

sions held simultaneously the sub-

ject of discussion was Desi Chi-

kitsa, Economic scenriao and FDI,

GM crops & Organic Farming and

IPR. Three books were also re-

leased in the Rashtriya Sabha. They

were 1. Hindu Economics (revised

edition) 2. Aarthik Sudhar-Ek Sa-

malochna and 3. China ki Chunauti

aur Samadhan. Author of Hindu

economics is Dr. M. G. Bokare

and that of other two Prof. Bhag-

wati Prakash Sharma.

Upcoming Events

Following upcoming events

were also highlighted. They include:

1. Babu Genu Balidan Divas on

December 12

2. Central Working Committee

Meeting – 4th & 5th March 2017

in central office New Delhi.

3. Rashtriya Parishad Meeting 20-21

May 2017 at Guwhati Assam.

4. Programmes on FDI, GMO,

Developmental Model, Integral

Humanism etc.

5. District level programmes that

include Rallies/scoter Rally/

Padyatra,etc on issues related to

challenges from China.

6. In the Month of November

2017 a huge rally in New Delhi.

New Responsibilities

l Sh. Arvind Kumar USA was

given the responsibility of co-

ordination  in USA & Europe.

l Smt. Amita Patki (Maharashtra)

will be Akhil Bhartiya Mahila

Pramukh;

l Akhil Bhartiya Sah Mahila Pra-

mukh– Smt. Alka Soni (M.P.);

Smt. Sudha Sharma (Delhi); Smt.

COCOCOCOCOVER STVER STVER STVER STVER STORORORORORYYYYY
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Sheela Sharma (Chhattisgarh)

l Sh. Satpal Sharma will be Akhil

Bhartiya Kosh Pramukh.

l Prof. Raghvendra Chandel will

be Zonal co.convenor of

Madhapardesh.

l Sh. Chander Mohan Sahu will

be Kshetriya Sangarsh Vahini

Pramukh of MadhyPardesh.

l Sh. Nagendra, Sh. Pravin

Dubey, Sh. Yadunandan will be

Co-convenors of Bihar state.

l Sh. Dilip Hazarika will be state

convenor of Assam and Sh.

Prashant Bhoie will be state co-

convenor Assam.

l Sh. Amitesh and Sh. Anil Ku-

mar have been assigned the re-

sponsibility of co-convenor of

Western UP.

l In Odisha Sh. Shatrugan Tarai will

be state convenor & Dr. Dhiren-

dra Nanda State co-convenor.

l Sh. Vipin ji will be state co-con-

venor of J&K.

l In West Bengal Sh. Amlan

Kusum Ghosh will be state co-

convenor and Sh. Sanjay Dev

as incharge Swadeshi Chikitsa

Prakoshth.

l Sh. Ram Kumar Choudary will

be now Prant Samparak Pra-

mukhof  Uttrakhand and Dr.

Baldev Kumar as Prant Vichar

Mandal Pramukh Haryana.

District level responsibili-

ties were also given to following

members– Sh. Onkeshwar Prakash

as Vibhag Sanyojak (Ambala); Prof.

Somnath Sachdeva, Vibhag Sanyo-

jak (Kurukshetra); Prof. Ranvir

Singh as Vichar Vibhag Pramukh

(Kurukshetra); Sh. Yogesh Kumar

as She Zila Sanyojak (Kurukshetra);

Sh. Dholichand Raman as Zila

Sanyojak (Karnal).

In Maharashtra Smt. Madhu-

ri Joshi as nominated as Prant Ma-

hila Pramukh; Sh. Kiran Tole as

Prant Samparak Pramukh; Sh.

Ramchander Balgobar as Prant

Kosh Pramukh and Sh. Kishore

Parnickar as Prant Prachar Pra-

mukh.

Following were included as

Rashtriya Parishad members –

1. Sh. Ishwar Chand Khede (Ma-

harashtra); 2. Smt. Renu Puranik

(M.P.); 3. Sh. Pushkar Lal Puranik

(M.P.); 4. Smt. Rajkumari Shukla

(M.P.); 5. Sh. Prasad Upadhyay (Ra-

jasthan); 6. Sh. Mohan Bhattar

(Raj.); 7. Sh. Anil Shukla (Raj.); 8.

Sh. Suresh Khandelwal (Raj.); 9. Sh.

Sanjay Sura (Haryana); 10. Smt.

Pramila Yadav (Haryana); 11. Sh.

Lav Saraswat (West U.P.); 12. Sh.

Amlender Sharma (W.U.P.); 13. Sh.

Anurag Agarwal (W.U.P.); 14. Sh.

Amitesh Amit (W.U.P.); 15. Sh. Ra-

jkumar Chaudhary (Uttrakhand);

16. Sh. Prathvi Pati Sachan (Avadh);

17. Smt. Usha Dubey (Bihar); 18.

Sh. Shiv Shankar Tiwari (Bihar); 19.

Sh. Anjani Kumar Sinha (Jhar.); 20.

Sh. Prabhakar Mishra (Jhar.); 21. Sh.

Vijay Rawat Rao (Odisha); 22. Sh.

Kirtan Bihari Das (Odisha); 23. Sh.

Samir Vishwas (W. Bengal)

Saroj Mitra, National co-con-

venor spoke about the nature of

SJM as a front and platform and

pleaded to maintain its essential

nature. He also stressed for the

need to strengthen this platform to

a level where no one can ignore its

opinion.

 There were certain changes in

the nomenclature of certain enti-

ties. Kashi Prant was renamed as

Eastern UP,and Vichar Mandal will

now onwards be called as Vichar

Vibhag.

In his concluding remarks

Arun Ojha explained how

Swadeshi Jagran Manch was work-

ing hard for last 25 years to pro-

mote swadeshi life style based on

time tested Indian value system.

swadeshi is not limited to an indi-

vidual or family only, he added.

But this concept is relevant and real

sustainable alternative to all the

problems created by western life

style.  He said that SJM was not

opposed to FDI per se. But the

FDI can be allowed only if it helps

develop ancillary industry in the

country, creates more employment,

helps income enhancement, in-

creases income from exports,

transfer of  technology , shares in-

formation and data exchange etc,

and reduces trade deficit.

All these announcements were

made by Arun Ojha in the con-

cluding session. Members from

Kurukshetra and Haryana who had

worked hard to make arrange-

ments were also introduced in this

session. qq
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W
orld is surprised by Donald Trump’s win as American President and

India recently saw a successful boycott of Chinese goods during Deep-

awali festival apart from a surprise move of Indian government de-

monetising Rs 500 and Rs1000 currency notes so to curb Indian black money.

These are impacting news and will have long term effect on Indian economy and

on Indian relations with America and China. Indian diplomatic and trade relations

with America are important and will undergo a change with new foreign and

trade policy of  Trump administration. The boycott of  Chinese goods will affect

trade relations with China and the demonetisation of currency notes will hopeful-

ly clean Indian currency system. India however, need to be cautious of all its such

approaches that affect the long-term relations with countries important to India

and bring thoughtful changes in Indian socio-politico-economic systems that will

help stop black money generation.

Trump’s Win as American President

Trump’s win is a shock to most countries because many presumed a reason-

able win to Ms Hilary Clinton. Almost none predicted a win for Mr Trump. This

win has proved that the elite, including elite intelligentsia, of all countries who

control the media, intellectual liberal democracy and major policies including glo-

balisation model, are cut off  from masses. This delink was seen in UK at the time

of Brexit vote as well.  More important, this delink is responsible for the rise of

national spirit and consolidation of  local brand politics world over. This brand

India needs to be

cautious of all its

such approaches

that affect the

long-term relations

with countries

important to India

and bring

thoughtful changes

in Indian socio-

politico-economic

systems that will

help stop black

money generation,

pleads

Anil Javalekar

Impacting News

Trump, Swadeshi and Demonetisation

FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS
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of politics is of Swadeshi and talks

more of local people, local needs,

local entrepreneurship and local

employment. The expectation is

that all foreign diplomatic and

trade relations will serve the local

interests first. As is observed, the

local masses are not benefited

from globalisation and propaga-

tion of  class liberal democracy.

Instead, it created a space for

swadeshi model that talk more

about moulding country’s policies

for the benefit of  local people.  Mr.

Trump’s politics is of  this swadeshi

brand. True, for long historical

time, protecting of local interests

was the basic principle behind all

foreign relations including war and

trade. The propagation of global-

isation approach however,

changed the course of foreign re-

lations and socio-economic rela-

tions between countries. The trag-

edy is that this globalisation led to

unbalanced wealth distribution

among the countries and people

within. The commons are facing

deprivation and unemployment

when foreigners are getting oppor-

tunities of income and employ-

ment.  There was a feeling in Amer-

ican masses that America is not

doing enough for its own people

and unnecessarily taking world

leadership with extra cost to Amer-

ican. Trump addressed this issue

and won. The lesson for Indian

socio-politico-economic elite, in-

cluding Indian pseudo intellectuals,

is that the Media hype and infor-

mation distortions will cut them

off  more from masses. The rais-

ing of issues that are small and iso-

lated, debating it in the name of

liberal democracy with the inten-

election, Trump has made it clear

that all his policies will be in the

interest of America and Americans

and that is sufficient to hint the fu-

ture American policies.  Indian

policies will end tragically if India

continues to look to other coun-

tries for help and expect them to

solve problems of its develop-

ment. With the win of  Mr Trump,

world will move more towards

protective economies and India

also need to look inward. This

apart, it is important to see how

the new American policies treat the

global trade and protect the Amer-

ican interests. More the policies

become protective, more it harms

the interest of  India and Indians.

India will also be affected by

Trump government policies to-

wards Pakistan and China and com-

bating of terrorism. It was the re-

publicans who first improved re-

lations with China during Nixon-

Henry Kissinger period and

Trump administration will prefer

to continue the same. China has

become an important global play-

er now and America may like to

improve its relations with China

mainly because its most European

partners have lost their charm. The

rise of  Russia and Germany is also

one more reason. As regard to the

Pakistan, yes there are chances that

new American government may

not support Pakistan seeing its role

in promoting terrorism and may

look more towards India as busi-

ness partner. However, Pakistan

looks towards China for friendship

more than America and China will

continue its support to Pakistan.

Thus, Pakistan will continue spon-

soring terrorism against India. In-

dia’s success, therefore, will depend

on how it exposes Pakistan’s terror

designs to world and get America

tion to disturb the fabric of soci-

ety or distorting the information

so to help frame policies that ben-

efit only to elite groups or dam-

age the interests of masses is

bound to delink these elite groups

from masses.

India needs to be cautious

Many Indians are happy for

Trump’s win because somewhere

he praised Hindus and Indian

Prime Minister. It is to be remem-

bered that politicians are to be

judged by what they do and not

by what they say. After winning

India saw a

successful boycott

of Chinese goods

FFFFFocusocusocusocusocus
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and European countries to its fold.

More importantly, India need to

adopt policies of exploiting poten-

tial resources within & not outsource

Indian economic development.

Swadeshi and Boycott of Chi-
nese goods

India saw a successful boycott

of Chinese goods during Deep-

awali festival. This is the first time

since independence that Swadeshi

spirit has shown its impact on trade

and commerce. As is known,

swadeshi spirit has played a great

role during freedom struggle and

gave every Indian a chance to par-

ticipate in Indian freedom move-

ment by boycotting British goods.

This movement still has the poten-

tial to help Indian industry. The

success of Patanjali products is the

example. However, Swadeshi spirit

alone will not help. Indian trade

and commerce policies need to be

supportive.  True, after Indepen-

dence, India followed the policies

of self-reliance and tried to pro-

tect the interest of swadeshi indus-

tries. But propaganda of  globali-

sation moulded all Indian policies

towards free trade and investment.

China is the one country that took

advantage of these free trade pol-

icies and captured Indian markets.

When India initiated its compre-

hensive reforms in 1991, the level

of bilateral trade between the two

countries was insignificant as the

trade basket was restricted to a lim-

ited number of  products. How-

ever, within a short period, China

has become India’s single most

important trading partner taking its

bilateral trade deficit to an unsus-

tainable level. Now there is hardly

any sector of Indian economy that

is not dominated by Chinese

goods. India imports about seven

times as many goods and services

from China than it exports. China

goods are seen on Indian streets

replacing even localised festival

items of  small local industry. These

items are attractive and cheap and

directly affecting the income of

small local people. Recent boycott

of Chinese goods is against this

flooding of Chineses goods in ev-

ery corner of Indian market. It is

however, to be remembered that

Demonetisation of Rs 500 and
Rs 1000 currency notes

Indian Government demon-

etised currency notes of Rs 500

and Rs 1000 so to curb black mon-

ey and wipe out the fake currency

in circulation. After a week of note

exchange programme, it seems that

Government has not given much

thought about its implementation

particularly arrangements required

for exchanging notes. Indian com-

Demonetisation

will wipe out he

fake currency in

circulation.

China has not captured Indian

market the way British captured

India once. It is the Indian govern-

ment policies that allowed China

to flood its goods, even mass con-

sumption goods, in Indian market.

Therefore, the opposition should

be more to such policies and such

import prone tendencies of Indi-

an consumer and Market. More

important, there are Imports from

other countries as well.  The

swadeshi movement need to be

strengthened to boycott all import-

ed mass consumption goods.

mons have welcomed the decision

as they are not the holders of black

money.  The cleaning of  currency

system was overdue and BJP gov-

ernment dared to do that.   It will

wipe out the fake currency in cir-

culation. The Black money’s case,

however, is different and can be

judged after completion of ex-

change programme. It is estimat-

ed that currency in the form of

these notes worth 14 lakh crores.

if government succeed in wiping

out Rupees 5 lakh crores, this ef-

fort can be termed as successful.

The problem is with note ex-
change programme

The last demonetisation deci-

sion was in 1978 when high value

currency note holders were not

commons. Lot many things hap-

pened during last 35 years. The de-

cision of demonetising high value

FFFFFocusocusocusocusocus
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currency notes is impressive but

seems difficult to implement.  First,

black money holders are now be-

come wise and clever and knows

lot many ways to make it white.

Some crucial Governance system

actors are always with them and

many times help them generate it

and make it white.  As it is, most

conditions of note exchange got

relaxed within a week and Sale of

gold is on rise. Second, the root

cause of black money is the gover-

nance system comprising of laws,

its tedious compliance procedures

and discretionary powers with cer-

tain officials and that has not

changed much over the years; many

are same old British laws handled

with corrupt bureaucratic mentali-

ty. Third, high value currency notes

are now not only with black mon-

ey holders but also with Indian

commons. Indian consumer mar-

ket is a high cost market fully occu-
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pied with highly priced goods and

services. Even common consump-

tion goods need Rs 500 or more.

Similarly, Indian retailers and small

service providers including agricul-

ture markets are dependent on cash

transactions on daily basis and use

of Rs 500 and Rs 1000 was very

common during their business. This

is the main reason why commons

are holding high value denomina-

tion notes and are in ‘q’ to exchange

it. When 86% currency is in high

denomination and 100 % popula-

tion, many with no identity proof

or bank account, use it for daily

needs, the system should be con-

siderate enough and should have

geared up for implementation be-

fore the decision.  The decision is

valued not on cancelling its legality

by midnight but on making other

currencies available in the market

and making elaborate arrangement

for exchange. It is not understand-

able that RBI is printing money now

and circulating it.  Fourth, cooper-

ative sector was kept away from

implementation of the decision

when private and foreign bank

were allowed ignoring the fact that

it is the cooperative sector that

reached to Indian remote places

than any other institution. This

shows total negligence towards In-

dian village economy and its needs.

Fifth, it is the government’s prerog-

ative to influence the demonetisa-

tion type decision and BJP govern-

ment should get credit for it. How-

ever, the currency management and

Banking system is to be looked after

by Reserve Bank of  India. It is seen

that Government official occupied

more space and was announcing re-

laxation etc when banks, other fi-

nancial institutions and citizens wait

for RBI instructions. Good if   RBI

speak more than government offi-

cials in such matters. qq
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi de-

serves thumping congratulations for

demonetizing notes of Rs 500 and

Rs 1000 denominations. This will hit

hard at the fake note rackets being

run by terrorists, and the large

amount of monies stashed away by

politicians, government officials and

hawala operators. This move will

provide much relief to honest tax-

payers. Businesses in the country make

large transactions in cash. They do

not pay taxes on these transactions.

This leads to large loss of revenue

to the Government. The loss of rev-

enue by these unscrupulous business-

men is made up by imposing greater burden on honest taxpayers.

Demonetization will certainly lead to an increase in government revenues.

Businesses will find it difficult to evade taxes by making cash transactions. I have

to often get thousands of photocopies done for the court cases relating to envi-

ronment. My photocopier does not provide me bills for the photocopies. In-

stead, on being pressed, he provides bills for paper, packing tape, pen and other

office supplies. He does not want to pay taxes on the paper purchased for photo-

copying, and the income earned by him from photocopying. He has two streams

of businesses running parallel.  One stream runs in cash. He buys paper in cash

and collects payment in cash. The other stream is of “tax paid” goods like paper,

packing tape, and pen. He buys these after paying tax and pays tax on the sale of

these items. Now, consider what happens when I start paying to him for photo-

copying by my debit card. The money will be reflected in his account and he will

have to pay sales tax and income tax on these sales. This will lead to an increase in

revenue collection by the government.

The increased collection of taxes will make more funds available for gov-

ernment expenditures on infrastructure, and can usher in a virtuous cycle of tax

collection, investment and growth. Thus India’s premier rating agency CRISIL

has said, small and medium industries will face problems immediately but overall

there will be improvement because more monies will be available for investment

in infrastructure. Needless to say, this fortuitous result depends upon the increased

tax collections being used for increased investments in infrastructure.

This is easier said than done. Fact is that the Government is spending more on

consumption and less on investment. This is made possible by a classification of

government expenditures in “capital” and “revenue”; and “plan” and “non-plan”

The final impact of

demonetization will

depend upon the

use of the

increased revenues.

Demonetization will

be a boon if the

Government

increases

expenditures on

public goods

otherwise It will

become a curse,

declares

Dr Bharat

Jhunjhunwala

Improve the use of tax money

OUTLINEOUTLINEOUTLINEOUTLINEOUTLINE
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categories. Generally “capital” and

“plan” expenditures are considered

to be productive while “revenue”

and “non-plan” expenditures are

considered wasteful. But that is not

always the case. For example, capi-

tal infusion in a loss-making Public

Sector Banks is classified as “plan”

expenditure though it supports the

corrupt ways of bank officials and

is unproductive. On the other hand

expenditures on law and order are

classified as “non-plan” though they

are the lubricants of the economy

and hugely productive.

The Government has also cre-

ated a huge army of  government

servants in welfare sectors in the

last sixty years. These are classified

as “plan” expenditures. This was

started with the Community De-

velopment Programme in the fif-

ties. It caught speed during Indira

Gandhi’s Garibi Hatao in the eight-

ies. The real objective of  welfare

expenditures is to lock the poor

into poverty. The best youth are

employed in these jobs. That leads

to a huge increase in the number

of supporters of government pro-

grammes. Simultaneously, the ca-

pacity of the people to resist tyr-

anny of  government servants is

reduced because the best youth are

co-opted in the government ma-

chinery and become agents of im-

poverishing the rest.

Government teachers draw

ten times salary of private teach-

ers but produce one-half  results.

People feel their children are get-

ting free education while actually

they are being locked into poverty

by imparting of poor quality edu-

cation. Patients are regularly asked

by Government Hospitals to buy

medicines from outside while the

government supplies are sold in the

black market. Village Pradhans

have to pay 20 to 30 percent com-

mission to government servants

for obtaining sanctions and pay-

ments under MNREGA. Instead

of empowering people to engage

in self-earning vocations, they are

being made dependent on govern-

ment doles through this scheme.

These expenditures are considered

to be good by mainstream econo-

mists even though they are hugely

harmful.

Need is for the Government

to remove the distinction between

“plan” and “non-plan” and replace

it with a classification in ‘empow-

ering’ and ‘disempowering’ catego-

ries. The previous NDA Govern-

ment had set up a Committee un-

der chairmanship of  Mr Vijay

Kelkar to draw a roadmap for the

implementation of the Fiscal Re-

sponsibility Act. Kelkar had sug-

gested that the “plan” and “non-

plan” categorization should be re-

placed with ‘“public goods”’ and

“private goods” categories. “Pub-

lic goods” are those services which

a citizen cannot obtain even when

willing to pay. These can only be

provided by the Government.

These include defense, currency,

rail, canals, roads, law and order,

justice, anti-malaria spraying, mak-

ing curriculum and conducting ex-

ams. These functions can only be

done by the Government. Kelkar

wanted the Government to in-

crease these expenditures and, im-

plicitly, reduce those on education,

health and employment guarantee.

The idea was that people will be

employed and be able to buy good

quality health and education from

the market if roads and law and

order were suitably provided.

The positive impact of ex-

penditures on “public goods” is

well established. Noted health

economist K N Reddy concluded

that expenditures on ‘“public

goods”’—mass education, re-

search, Public Health Laboratories,

and prevention & control of dis-

eases—were more significant in

bringing about a reduction in the

Infant Mortality Rate than “private

goods” such as hospital care. Yet,

only 18 percent of the Indian gov-

ernment’s health expenditures went

to the provision of  these goods.

In contrast, the provision of “pri-

vate goods” like curative care in

government hospitals consumed

most of government expenditures

but contributed very little to peo-

ple’s health.

The Government must make

the classification of government

expenditures in “public goods”

and “private goods” as suggested

by Kelkar. The primary responsi-

bility of the Government is to pro-

vide those facilities which people

cannot obtain on their own—em-

ployment-oriented economic pol-

icies, roads, law and order and ca-

nals. But this policy is not benefi-

cial for government servants. There

will be less malaria if village ponds

are sprayed with anti-malaria insec-

ticides and the need for appoint-

ing large number of government

doctors will vanish. Hence the

strategy is to cut expenditures on

“public goods”, worsen the health

and welfare of the people; then co-

opt the bright boys into keeping

rest of the people impoverished.

The final impact of demone-

tization will depend upon the use

of  the increased revenues. Demon-

etization will be a boon if the

Government increases expendi-

tures on public goods. It will be-

come a curse if the Government

increases expenditures on private

goods. qq

OutlineOutlineOutlineOutlineOutline
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The recent adventurous attempt of the

Chinese government to bail out its vast

and ailing corporate sector, reeling under

an unsustainable pile of $18 trillion is be-

yond common imagination. The pro-

posed measures inter alia include swap-

ping of  debt with equity, which may bail

out the companies. But, it can bring down

the entire banking sector of China. How-

ever, nothing less than such an unprece-

dented financial adventure or mis-adven-

ture can save this second largest econo-

my of the world, at a time when the cor-

porate China is sitting on a pile of $ 18

trillion in debt, equivalent to about 170%

of  its GDP, when the global demand is sagging and 60% of  its output is based

upon export led demand. Majority of  its companies can hardly survive under

such a heavy debt servicing liability, when their capacities are highly under-utilized

due to global recession. This huge pile of  corporate debt otherwise can trigger a

ceaseless spate of corporate closures, which might erode and destablise the entire

Chinese economy if the corporate sector is not given this, So proposed, debt

relief. The loss to the economy in monetary terms then would be much more

than that being incurred in the proposed debt restructuring, and the consequent

corporate closures, on account of huge debt, could wipe out its (Chinese) vast

production capacities and erode most of its exports, and wipe out its trade sur-

plus and forex reserves to invite a doomsday. To avert any such fateful spate of

economic mishaps alone, China has unveiled these debt structuring guidelines,

issued on Monday, the October 10, to trim the rising corporate debt levels. Though,

several analysts still fear that it would also destabilize the Chinese economy. But,

anything less than it, or any further delay in giving debt relief  can trigger a more

fateful spate of  destabilizing mishaps in the Chinese economy.

The government has therefore, proposed to take a multi-pronged approach

for cutting company debts, including encouragement mergers and acquisitions,

bankruptcies, debt-to-equity swaps and debt securitization  by issue of new guide-

lines by State Council, or the cabinet. Though, international institutions have been

warning Beijing since long to stop financing weak firms, especially the inefficient

state-owned enterprises, which often tended to crowd out, the private sector.

Inspite of these warnings China has hitherto failed to curb excesses in its credit

system and therefore, now it faces mounting risk of  a full-blown banking crisis.

As per a key gauge of  the Chinese credit vulnerability, it is now three times over

Chinese Corporate Debt Restructuring
and Ongoing Boycott of Chinese Goods

The way people in

India and abroad

have started

renouncing

boycotting Chinese

products, even the

debt cuts would not

save the Chinese

economy from a

ceaseless spate of

corporate failures

and a consequent

full blown banking

and monetary crisis,

predicts Prof.

Bhagwati Prakash

Sharma
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the danger threshold and contin-

ues to deteriorate, despite pledges

by Chinese premier Li Keqiang to

wean the economy off debt-driv-

en growth before it was too late.

As per the Bank for Interna-

tional Settlements, China’s “credit

to GDP gap” has reached 30.1, the

highest to date. It is much more

and significantly higher than the

scores in East Asia’s speculative

boom on 1997 or in the US

subprime bubble before the Leh-

man crisis. China’s total credit had

also reached 255% of their GDP

at the end of last year with a jump

of 107 percentage points over last

eight years. This is an extremely high

level for a developing as well as

developed economy and is still ris-

ing fast. Outstanding loans of Chi-

na have reached to $28 trillion, as

much as the size of commercial

banking systems of the US and

Japan combined. The scale is

enough to threaten a worldwide

shock if China ever loses control.

High debt levels have added

to operating difficulties for some

Chinese firms, increasing their debt

risks, as per statement of the Na-

tional Development and Reforms

Commission (NDRC) of China,

released during a news briefing in

Beijing. Therefore, the NDRC has

announced that “market-orient-

ed debt-to-equity swaps will be

one of the important measures

to reduce corporate leverage”.

The NDRC’s vice chairman Lian

Weiliang has asserted so during the

news briefing. It is indeed a very

revolutionary proposal to convert

debt into equity and relieve the ail-

ing companies from servicing un-

sustainable debts. Though, Lian has

also warned that the swaps are not

a “free lunch” for troubled com-

panies, clearly adding that loss-

making “zombie” firms are strict-

ly forbidden from such exchang-

es, which will be used mainly to

help high-quality firms that face

temporary difficulties. He also clar-

ified that the government will not

be responsible for any losses oc-

curred during the swap process in

a bid to prevent “moral hazard”.

Unfortunately, China‘s anoth-

er major crisis brewing in the econ-

omy is that the bond markets have

also worked hitherto for years on

the assumption that issuers were

effectively guaranteed by the state.

Of late, since 2014, though, Beijing

has been cautiously trying to change

that perception by allowing some

issuers to default. Such bond de-

faulters are also growing in num-

ber Bond yields in the major econ-

omies normally track the growth

rate of  nominal GDP, but they are

now far lower in China. Roughly

$10 trillion is trading at negative

rates and this has spread into cor-

porate debts as well.

China also proposes to com-

bine de-leveraging with overcapac-

ity reductions, and the government

will also provide preferential tax

treatment to help firms cut debt

levels, as per official’s statements.

The central bank is also expected

to create a favorable monetary pol-

icy environment for this debt reduc-

tion as per Fan Yifei, a Vice Gov-

ernor of  the People’s Bank

of China. Banks will also be encour-

aged to transfer bad loans to asset

management companies and push

forward the securitisation of bad

assets, in pursuance with cabinet

guidelines. Since, the banks can never

be forced to conduct the swaps, so

it is being said that the government

will prevent a shift of risks from

non-financial firms to banks under

the debt-to-equity swaps. But prac-

tically it is being done so.

China had earlier also experi-

mented with debt-to-equity swaps

in the late 1990s as part of its

sweeping reforms in the state sec-

tor that led to around 28 million

layoffs over five years then. But,

experts say that this program had

made state-owned firms less will-

ing to find ways to pay back debts.

One bright spot is a repay-

ment of foreign debt denominat-

ed in dollars. Cross-border bank

credit to China has fallen by a third

to $698bn since peaking in late

2014 as companies have scram-

bled to slash their liabilities before

the US Federal Reserve raises rates.

But, China’s problem is its internal

credit. The risk is that a fresh spate

of capital outflows might force the

central bank to sell foreign ex-

change reserves to defend the ex-

change rates of yuan, automatical-

ly necessitating tightening of mon-

etary policy. But, inspite of  all the

measures underway yet the China

is emerging as the epicenter of risk,

vulnerable to face a full blown

banking crisis any time.  But if the

way people in India and abroad

have started renouncing and boy-

cotting Chinese products, the debt

cuts would also not save the chi-

nese economy from a ceaseless

spate of corporate failures and a

consequent full blown banking and

monetary crisis. And in all proba-

bility, they are going to complicate.

High debt levels

have added to

operating

difficulties for

Chinese firms.
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H
igh hope was witnessed and a new enthusiasm prevailed all over the

country during May 2014 when a new government under the leadership

of  Shri. Narendra Modi was sworn in. The BJP led NDA was voted to

power on the expectations of giving a new direction to the economy distinct

from its predecessor.  The debates that preceded the election indicated a major

course correction was required and the NDA promised to carry it out. The world

underwent several problems during the last two and a half decades, oil crisis of

1991(Iraq invasion of Kuwait), South East Asian Financial Crisis during 1997, the

dot com bubble in 2000 and finally the global melt down from 2008. While the

world successfully warded off the first three,  the last one still continues and the

much anticipated revival is nowhere in sight. Every country and part of the world

is grabbling with their own problems. U.S revival is still a work in progress, Ja-

pan’s “LOST DECADE” has become lost two decades, European Union is

facing recession and huge problems with Brexit sowing seeds of a possible disin-

tegration, Russia, Middle East and African nations are affected by the fall in com-

modity prices and finally China’s deceleration has started. To quote Nandan Nile-

kani former Managing Director of  Infosys and chairman Unique Identification

Authority,, everyone  thought that globalisation has become a one way street but

Brexit changed all that. IMF, World Bank, OECD, W.T.O., have all predicted a

global growth of  not more than 3% during the next 2 years. For the first time

since the 1980s, global trade has been growing more slowly than the global econo-

my and as per UNCTAD study, global trade is expected to grow at 1.5%, less than

the predicted global rates of growth of about 3%. What this means is that the

Domestic economic growth, not exports
fuelling global growth

India’s attempt to

globalise have not

yielded the desired

results. Whether as

part of WTO or

through

membership in

different regional

trading blocs like

ASEAN or FTAs,

India has not

achieved the stated

objectives, finds

Sundaram

Ramamirtham.
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world’s domestic economic growth

is fuelling global growth, not ex-

ports. So domestic is where action

is and we need to focus on that.

Different points of time of-

fer different challenges and oppor-

tunities plus difficulties. World trade

was surging for more than 3 de-

cades and country after country

registered high rates of economic

growth. To quote Ruchir Sharma,

Head of Emerging Markets and

Chief global Strategist, Morgan

Stanely Investment Management,

the scale of boom was unprece-

dented during the years 1990 to

2006 – by 2007, the number of

nations expanding faster than 5 per

cent reached one hundred, or five

times the post war norm. Outward

orientation, exports and interna-

tional flow of capital was the

norm.  But today only handful of

countries grow at 5 per cent plus,

being India (though growth figures

are questioned and assailed as not

visible on the ground) and China.

Nations have been turning inward,

rebuilding barriers to trade and

fencing themselves off from their

neighbours. Big international banks

have pulled back within their home

borders, afraid to loan overseas. To

quote Ruchir Sharma again, after

surging for more than three de-

cades, flows of capital reached a

historic peak of $9 trillion and a

16% share of the global economy

in 2007, and then declined to $1.2

trillion or 2 per cent of the global

economy – the same share they

represented in 1980. The lesson is

what worked during the last 3 de-

cades may not work now. The sig-

nal from Brexit is that there is go-

ing to be lot more slowing down

of globalisation and more and

more countries will create barriers

to immigration and movement of

labour. It is a defining moment in

the journey of  the last 40 years.  The

countries will have to be stronger

domestically and not rely on ex-

ports as a vehicle for growth. If

you look at history – whether Ja-

pan in the 60s, Korea in the 70s

and China and Southeast Asia in

the 80s – these nations grew out

of poverty by connecting to the

global supply chain and exporting.

So they exported their way to de-

velopment, China being the most

stunning example. The story now

is over. In the sense that India or

any developing country cannot ex-

port its way out of  poverty. It is

going to become increasing diffi-

cult to export goods, services or

labour. So the export led strategy

has outlived its usefulness. It is a

world distupted.

China’s growth in the last

three decades was based on huge

investment and export. It was de-

scribed as the factory of the world

due to low cost of production –

labour, interest, power, deflated

currency etc.

India’s growth model was dif-

ferent. Empirical evidence in India

also confirms this. Unlike the East

Asian economies and China, high

growth in the past years has been

achieved largely on the strength of

India’s domestic savings and its

domestic demand. Foreign invest-

ment and foreign demand have, at

best played a marginal role. For the

foreseeable future, we must de-

pend on our own savings and our

own demand to take our econo-

my forward. The task will be es-

sentially ours. Nations have become

great through the effort of their

own people, not through the char-

ity of  the strangers.

India’s attempts to globalise

have also not yielded the desired

results. Whether as part of  WTO

or through membership in differ-

ent regional trading blocs like

ASEAN or FTAs, India has not

achieved the stated objectives. The

country runs trade deficit with

most of the nations and more than

$50bn dollars with China alone

during 15-16. The country was

made a dumping ground for

products from all over the world

with the result that the local manu-

facturing collapsed leading to loss

in employment. The current status

of Steel, aluminium, electronics,

solar PV module is all glaring ex-

amples. When compared to the

loss of  the main industry, the gain

to the user industry was marginal.

The trade deficit may due to im-

proper negotiations or the failure

of the domestic industry and to

some extent due to inverted duty

structure ( duty on raw materials

more than duty on finished prod-

ucts). Whatever be the reason the

fact is that the country lost.

India’s challenges are just op-

posite of what the west was grap-

pling with. West have demand con-

strained economies largely thanks

to ageing population and the need

to deleverage. India has some of

the greater gifts in the world name-

ly expanding demand. India is in

There is

going to be

lot more

slowing down

of

globalisation.
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the cusp of demographic boom.

More than 65% is below the age

of 40 and this is continuing for the

next 3 decades. Ours is a supply

constrained economy which is far

easier to solve than overcome

structural demand side ones. With

reasonably good growth there will

be huge demand and this is great

advantage when the global market

is shrinking.  Many economies went

through demographic boom. Ja-

pan went through it from 1950s

to 1980s, the Newly Industrialised

countries from 70s to 2000, China

entered it in the late 80s and now

petering out. India can supply

skilled manpower to the rest of the

world. India should fully make use

of this god given asset and devise

policies to make use of each and

every one of them. The National

Higher Education Commission

estimated that average age of pop-

ulation by 2020 would be 29 years

as against 40 in U.S.A., 46 in Eu-

rope and 47 in Japan. It also esti-

mated that labour force in the In-

dustrial World will decline by 4%

while in India it will increase by

32%.

Let us take a look at the Do-

mestic scene. GDP is growing at

7.6%, attaining the status of the

fastest growing economy in the

world, Inflation at around 6%, the

twin deficits namely Fiscal and

Current Account at 3.3% and less

than 1% respectively. Both helped

by low oil and commodity prices.

Indeed a very commendable situ-

ation. But various other parame-

ters have to be studied in conjunc-

tion with the above for a holistic

view.

1. Care Ratings Study: Jobs

growth slowed down to near

zero during 14-15 in a sample

of  692 companies. These Com-

panies created only 2740 jobs

as against 1, 88,371 jobs in the

previous year.

2. Ministry of  Labour: 1.35 lakh

jobs were created in 2015 as

against 4.9 lakhs in 2014 and

12.5 lakhs in 2009. Last quarter

of  2015 recorded job losses.

Survey conducted in Septem-

ber, 15 revealed that job cre-

ation in eight labour intensive

sectors had dipped to a six year

low.

3. Monster Employment index

and team lease employment

outlook: Approximately 15

million jobs were created dur-

ing the years 2005-12 leaving a

block of 50 million youth un-

employed.  The situation will get

aggravated in the next 10 years

when another 80 million will

join the work force.

4. According to the data gathered

by Bombay Stock Exchange

and CMIE, unemployment rate

rose to 9.84% in August 2016

as against 8.6% in July and

8.84% in June, 16. It was spread

across urban and rural areas.

5. NSSO: it collects data on em-

ployment once in five years. The

most recent survey in 11-12 re-

corded that workforce grew

47.81 crore persons from 46.55

crores in 09-10.

6. There are employment loss in

the economy and a feeling of

great dissatisfaction.

7. Factories boost capital efficiency

and increase automation. Out-

put per unit of capital is increas-

ing; companies are becoming

more capital intensive and use

labour saving technology. The

above is with respect to organ-

ised sector but informal sector

the back bone of our econo-

my continues to grow and peo-

ple engage themselves in differ-

ent activities.

8. Gross Fixed Capital Formation

indicating investment in plant

and machinery was reported to

have declined for the second

successive quarter by 3.1%. This

is unprecedented. GFCF has

increased by 24.5% in 11-12

when GDP growth was 7%.

Negative GFCF implies a

shrinking of  the economy’s

productive capacities.

9. For straight five years invest-

ment to GDP ratio is falling

from 40 to 29%

10. Growth of bank credit to non-

food sector plummeted by

8.3% in August 2016 as com-

pared to the earlier peak of

38.4% in 05-06. Bank credit to

industry in August 2016 actual-

ly contracted by .2%. This im-

plies that commercial banks

have effectively stopped lend-

ing to industrial sector. The

stand still situation reflects deep

distress both in the banking and

Industrial sectors. Investment

weakness and loss in employ-

ment will have serious socio

political consequences.

11. Data shows that nearly 30% of

the Indians in the age group 5-

24 are neither in employment

Labour

force in the

Industrial

World will

decline by

4%
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nor in education or in training.

China’s comparable figure is

10%.

12. Rate of savings has fallen from

36% to 29% and is likely to fall

further.

13. Cash reserves with profitable

PSUs and top 500 listed is Rs.

2, 00,000/- crore and 9.3 lakh

crore respectively according E

& Y study.

14. India set to receive $70 bn ev-

ery year by way of remittanc-

es from Indians working

abroad. This money will be

deployed in India unlike FDI

or ECB or NRI deposits

which will be taken back at

some point of time.

15. As per the study of the Centre

for Monitoring Indian Econo-

my, the value of  stalled projects

at the end of March, 16 was

Rs. 11, 40,000/- crores. This is

besides bad debts of  about Rs.

4, 00,000/- crore.

16. The Confederation of Indian

Industries says that capacity util-

isation is around 75% and there

is still unutilised capacity.

17. Professor VARSHENY of  In-

dia Initiative of the Brown Uni-

versity says that India is $ 2.5

trillion economy and the invest-

ment rate required is 30%. It is

close to $750 bn and FDI will

not come that much.

18. The country received FDI of

about Rs. $ 55bn during 15-16

and is likely to go up to $70bn.

The country already generates

savings of more than $500bn

every year and the FDI com-

ponent in overall investments is

just 10%. The government is

focussing on 10% leaving out

the 90% and this stance has to

be reversed to trigger growth.

19. Exports have fallen in 20 out

of  the last 21 quarters. Likely

figure for the year is expected

at 260bn.

20. Net International Investment

Position as on 31.12..2015 was

Rs. $362bn ( India’s overseas li-

abilities minus assets). India’s in-

ternational liabilities are more

than assets.

21. Foreign exchange reserves as on

date is about $370bn, consist-

ing mostly soft reserves (non-

export earnings) like FDI, FII,

ECB N.R.I., deposits etc., and

sizeable foreign remittances.

Soft reserves can be taken back

at will and this causes an uncer-

tain situation always.

22. The domestic industry must

fully utilise the huge domestic

demand instead of looking at

exports which is difficult at the

moment and should not allow

MNCs to come and exploit the

market. Research and Develop-

ment expenditure should be in-

creased leading to import sub-

stitution.

It is evident from various sta-

tistics the domestic investment

and informal economy are the

major drivers of the Indian econ-

omy. Exports and private invest-

ment are lagging behind. The

present global scenario is also not

favourable for international trade

or capital flows. The country has

domestic demand and domestic

resources. At this juncture the gov-

ernment’s focus on FDI, though

it is very marginal in terms of  our

need is mis-directed. If the $ 55bn

dollar of FDI received in 15-16

is further segregated into receipts

from tax heavens like Mauritius,

Singapore and the rest the figure

will get reduced to half. If it is

further segregated to Green Field

Vs Brown Field the picture be-

comes further bleak. FDI will

come with capital intensive and

labour saving technology and will

not help employment generation.

Permitting FDI even in areas like

private security services, animal

husbandry will be disaster.

Though the BJP manifest was

against FDI in retail trade the gov-

ernment is moving towards that

ie. 100% in single brand retail, 51%

in Multi-Brand retail, FDI in re-

tailing of  Food Processing and

now the retailers are demanding

permission to sell 20% other

products also, FDI in “E” com-

merce all indicate that the FDI in

multi brand retail is just a shade

away. Further relaxation in domes-

tic sourcing clauses for MNCs like

Apple and the proposal by Niti

Ayog to reduce the sourcing level

to 15% including in it sourcing of

all nature leads to situation of

permitting FDI in multi brand

retail. Outflows due to Royalties,

dividends will create long term

out flow of foreign exchange

much more than the receipts.

The signs of recovery in glo-

bal economy are currently led by

small business and they have noth-

ing to do with global stock mar-

kets. Small business account for

60% of  private sector GDP of  U.S.

Long term out

flow of foreign

exchange will

be much more

than the

receipts.
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and Europe, they account for 70%

of the employment. They are driv-

ing the economy.

According to Economic Sur-

vey there are 57.7 million small

enterprises employing about 120

million people. According to

KPMG –CII study, the services

sector in India contributed 61% to

country’s GDP and is growing at

10% per annum providing maxi-

mum employment.

The world view of economy

development has now completely

changed; economic development

is no more thought of as being

capital-driven, but knowledge driv-

en. India is a land of innovation

and with favourable demography

can become the knowledge capi-

tal of the world. Human capital is

more important physical capital.

To quote Uday Kotak, Vice

Chairman and M.D. of  Kotak

Mahindra Bank, Make, Serve and

List in India. We need manufactur-

ing, we need services and we need

financial services.

The focus should be on do-

mestic, informal business and ser-

vice sector. Reforms should not be

identified with foreign investments.

For a country like India, which is

enormous country with tremen-

dous amount of demand, why

would you want to serve the ex-

port market serving the domestic

market makes more sense. Move

away from announcements aimed

at foreign investors which please

except the stock market. There is

a lot more than to the economy

than just FDI.

Indian corporate should be

educated to make use of domes-

tic demand by investing instead of

clamouring for FDI.

In this situation, we should

focus on reviving stalled and

stressed projects and make them

functional. Resources are not a

problem. As indicated above there

are PSUs and Corporate with huge

cash reserves with them.

There is a necessity to care-

fully negotiate in WTO and the

time is now ripe to completely re-

evaluate the Free Trade Agree-

ments and subject them to suitable

course correction. The government

has also expressed a similar view

but it must be translated into ac-

tion. The efforts to reduce import

of Chinese goods through “devi-

ation “in RCEP are small steps in

the right direction.

The government must start a

time bound and ambitious pro-

gram of public housing for urban

workers and landless labourers.

Housing constructions has exten-

sive linkages in the economy and

can spur both consumption and

investment demand. Advances in

construction technology hold out

the promise to complete construc-

tion of low income housing

projects in less than 6 weeks. This

has to be given far greater priority

than smart city initiatives that will

take years before any investment

takes place. Prof. Rajiv Kumar of

CPS in TOI.

Second active encouragement

to should be given to export ori-

ented garments and apparel and

tourism sectors which have im-

mense employment opportunities.

(Prof. Rajiv Kumar, CPS)

The historic opportunity pre-

sented in the form of  demographic

advantage should be fully made use

by creating avenues for profitably

employing every one and take the

economy a giant leap forward. Till

such time private investment re-

vives the government must keep

on stepping up public investments

without bothering about Fiscal

Deficit. Money borrowed for pro-

ductive purposes is always good

instead of keeping human resourc-

es idle.

A “Domestic Index of Ease

of doing Business” must be

launched and same priority given

to international Ease of doing

business index” must be extended

to this also. Various ministers and

ministries must give time and pa-

tient hearing to the problems and

issues faced by the domestic indus-

try with an open mind and with an

intention to help them.

While the introduction of

GST is widely welcomed, care must

be taken to see that food products

and other items of mass consump-

tion continue to enjoy exemptions

or taxed at the previous levels. The

apprehensions of the small busi-

ness people should be property ad-

dressed and they must form part

of the deliberations with the gov-

ernment.

Made in India for the domes-

tic market is an option. With 100%

FDI in Asset Reconstructing Com-

panies and schemes like Strategic

Debt Restructuring, valuable Indi-

an Corporate Assets should not be

handed over to foreigners on a

platter.

The Prime Minister whenev-

er he visits various countries should

request them to open up their mar-

kets for Indian products instead of

soliciting FDI. qq

There is a lot

more to the

economy than

FDI.

View PointView PointView PointView PointView Point
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A
 big breakthrough towards implementation of GST has been achieved in

a meeting of GST Council held on 3rd November 2016, where a con-

sensus was reached about rates of GST amongst States and the Centre.

GST council has cleared the air about the number of GST rates and has decided

that there would be 4 rates of taxes namely 5 percent (on common consumption

goods), 12 percent, 18 percent and 28 percent (on non merit goods like tobacco

and luxury goods). Apart from this it has also been decided to impose no GST

on food grains to ease inflation.

Big question today is, whether the GST which is emerging in the present

scenario is the one, which was perceived earlier, as an efficient, revenue raising,

anti-inflationary and growth promoting; or is yet another ‘reform’ struggling for

implementation, far from its perceived objectives.

GST has been looked upon as a major tax reform, as most of  the indirect

taxes imposed by the centre and the states would be subsumed under one GST. It

is claimed that doing away with different taxes imposed on goods and services at

various stages of production would help reducing the burden on the ultimate con-

sumer, by way of eradicating the cascading effect. Cascading effect take place due

to tax on commodities and services at various stages of  production and causing

increase in cost/price more than the amount of  the tax. Earlier tax reform of

bringing MODVAT, in place of  union excise duty and VAT (Value Added Tax) in

place of state sale tax were also intended to reduce cascading effect. However, due

to the fact that other indirect taxes continued to be imposed, intended benefits

Are we moving towards a flawed GST?

Claims of

proponents of GST

that it would bring

a big difference on

the inflation front

are nowhere

visible. If we are

able to make it

inflation neutral, it

will be a big

achievement,

acknowledges

Dr. Ashwani

Mahajan
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could not accrue to the economy.

Now with the implementation of

GST at central and state levels, Cen-

tral Excise Duty, Service Tax, Cen-

tral Sales Tax of  the Central Gov-

ernment and Sales Tax (VAT) and

many other types of indirect taxes

at state level would be done away

with.

After passage of GST Bill in

Parliament and getting nod of the

President; and also getting ratifica-

tion of majority of state assemblies,

now was the time to finalise the

details of  GST. The task of  finalis-

ing these details was given to GST

Council. GST Council which con-

sists of representatives from differ-

ent states and from the union has

been constituted and some meet-

ing of GST council has already been

held recently. Now what shape GST

will take all depends upon the deci-

sions of the GST council.

Equity versus efficiency

By deciding to have four

rates of  GST, GST Council has

actually moved away from the ‘one

market one rate’ tax model. With

this, stage is now set to tune the

system of GST in accordance with

these four rates of  GST. It may be

noted that in the world, except a

few European Countries,  normal-

ly there exists only single rate of

GST, as multiplicity of  rates tend

to increase the complexities in im-

plementation and compliance.

Former Finance Secretary

and tax expert Vijay Kelkar, who

headed 13th Finance Commis-

sion, and has been the author of

tax reforms in the country, has

termed this four tier structure as

‘disappointing’, as it would ‘rob

the GST of efficiency enhancing

potential’. Single rate according to

him is the key to the compliance

and also the economic benefits

from GST. Multiple rates may lead

to rent seeking, reduce Govern-

ment revenue and create problems

in compliance, he says.

Though, from the point of

view of efficiency and compliance,

it may be advisable to impose a

single rate of  GST, however, we

should not forget that tax is not

only a revenue generating instru-

ments, it is also to be used for

achieving equity. Imposing same

rate of tax on all commodities may

involve convenience of compli-

ance; however this is inequitable, as

it would mean taxing a bicycle at

the same rate as that of a luxury

car. Therefore those who argue for

single rate, seem to undermine the

equity aspect of taxation.

Revenue impact

Whether the new rates so de-

cided would lead to increase in rev-

enue of the union, or GST would

be revenue neutral, is not known;

however, there is general agree-

ment that states would be net los-

ers initially, for which they would

be compensated for five years.

Centre’s estimate is that they would

be requiring rupees fifty thousand

crores in the next five years to com-

pensate states for loss in their rev-

enue. No roadmap is ready as yet,

how this amount of compensation,

would come from.

Will the GST be anti- inflationary?

In the last GST Council meet-

ing, where the issue of rates of

GST was discussed, the Central

Government presented its esti-

mates about the likely impact of

GST on inflation, on the basis of

the first proposal of 6 percent of

minimum GST rate and 26 per-

cent of  maximum GST rates.

When the central government pre-

sented its proposal for four-tier rate

structure, with minimum 6 percent

and maximum 26 percent, at the

earlier GST council meeting, it had

estimated the inflation impact. The

proposal stated that, the overall

impact on the consumer price in-

dex will be (-)0.6 percent. The

break up shows that health servic-

es will be costlier by 0.56 percent,

fuel and lighting by 0.05 percent,

clothing by 0.23 percent. Howev-

er transport would be cheaper by

0.65 percent, education by 0.08

percent and housing by 0.09 per-

cent. Now since the minimum rate

has been reduced to 5 percent and

maximum rate increased to 28 per-

cent, the likely impact of GST will

have to be re-estimated. However,

we must understand that, these are

only rough estimates, based on the

best expected compliance and effi-

ciency. Whether, we will actually be

able to curb inflation is yet not clear.

Nevertheless, it is clear those

earlier claims of proponents that

it would bring a big difference on

the inflation front, are nowhere

visible. If we are able to make it

inflation neutral, it will be a big

achievement. Further, the Com-

mittee of Secretaries is supposed

to classify different commodity for

different slabs of  GST, final likely

impact would be known later.

Last but not the least, there are

not many takers of the arguments

of the Government, that introduc-

tion of GST will boost growth, as

the same is not proven, anywhere

in the world! qq

Likely impact of

GST will have to

be re-estimated

AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis
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P
overty sells even after 46 years of  the “garibi hatao” slogan was first given.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s demonetization is being seen by the mar-

ginalized and the middle class as another opportunity to end poverty and

establish equity in the society.

There are galore of  problems. Those at lower end of  the spectrum are

suffering. The shopkeepers are unable to sell products on cash payment. Jeweller-

ry shops are closed for over 20 days. Export business is hit. The Food Corpora-

tion of India is paying higher procurement prices for wheat. It has jumped from

Rs 1900 to over Rs 2300. Other farm produces are becoming expensive.

Business has come to a standstill provoking Tata group Chief  Ratan Tata to

react sharply. Depositors are unhappy as cash flow touches Rs 5lakh 11 thousand

crore in banks and another Rs 33000 crore is realized in cash exchange till Nov

18, their deposit rates are being slashed. Most of  it possibly is home savings.

Some say they are losing faith in banks more so as over six lakh debit cards

were blocked in October as data compromised. Electronic transaction witnessed

larger number of frauds, including credit card cloning, misuse of debit cards, as

also steady rise in site-cloning.

International system has yet to solve $ 89 million electronic fraudulent trans-

fer from Bangladesh. If deposit rates continue to be slashed and transactions

remain risky, why should people keep their money in banks?

The people have started seeing the banks as agents of the super rich. They

write-off  their large loans, granted out of  savings of  the poor. The Rs 12 lakh

Poverty sells even after 46 years

The government

has taken the

demonetization

step in sincerity.

But that may not be

enough. Poor

needs a foolproof

system, a cushion

against inflation,

safe and easy

maneuverability as

cash promises,

advises

Shivaji Sarkar
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crore NPAs are being seen as swin-

dling of  their deposits. Is not de-

monetization stacking up the bank

kitty and heaping problems on the

poor? The poor are unable to ac-

cess their own money.

Cash has vanished from the

cash-only Indian market.  People are

not queuing up at banks and ATMs.

But there is also no money in these.

Ask how they feel, the pet answer

is that there is problem “but Naren-

dra Modi is doing something good.

The poor will have a chance now”.

A mid-level farmer in Kannauj,

in central UP, says the farmers are

facing problems, the cash has ex-

hausted. Local market is non-func-

tional but the labourers and the

marginalized are happy “because

their employers are in distress”.

The small kisan is happy as his

debts have been repaid by the same

rich man with old currencies. He

can repay him without an interest.

A trader’s leader in Kanpur

agreeing to it says that the farmers

and the trading class normally keep

cash for easy transaction and they

have paid tax on their income.

“The ban on exchange of notes is

hurting them. It is not black mon-

ey”. A minister says that he is in-

stead of paying salary to his staff

in bundles of Rs 500-blank-

cheques. The shopkeepers fill it up

with their names.

An octogenarian woman in

west Delhi burst into tears on No-

vember 9. She had saved Rs 45 lakh

of  her husband’s and son’s income

over decades to give gifts to her

grandkids and acquaintances. Wom-

en mostly reacting sharply say that

“the decision is impractical. No-

body understands the plight of the

women. None consulted a wom-

an even in high position before

such a severe act”. Many women

do not like to go to banks. Even

Rashtrapati Bhavan wants cash. It

sought Rs 64.5 lakh cash from fi-

nance ministry to pay salaries to the

staff  in November. It was granted.

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley

also accepts that the move has

slowed down the market but after

a short phase it would help the

country cleanse the black money.

The CMIE says the retail market

would take Rs 1.28 lakh crore hit

and banks Rs 35,000 crore forcing

bank raise charges.

International rating agency

Fitch and Moody are skeptical.

Will the India’s poor be a hap-

pier lot? It is difficult to say. Since

1971, even after nationalization of

banks, and many schemes, pover-

ty has increased in absolute terms.

Average income of  87 percent of

Indians, as per official data ranges

from Rs 5,000 to 10,000 equiva-

lent of Rs 100 to 500 in 1971.

The poor also experienced

severe inflation after the 1971 ‘gari-

bi hatao’ slogan. It touched over

13 percent in 1974. The recent sup-

ply constraint, delayed sowing and

stranding of trucks have resulted

in prices of  cereals rising. People

wonder if it rises further, after a

record wholesale prices fall, how

they would brave the situation.

The rupee is losing its value

post demonetization. On Novem-

ber 11, it was Rs 66.72 to a dollar.

On Nov 24, it sunk to Rs 68.75,

with the market predicting a fur-

ther fall. It is just not because of

the hope that the US Fed Reserve

is likely to hike interest rates. The

market is agog that demonetized

notes are being exchanged for dol-

lar. In the unofficial market dollar

is said to cost over Rs 70.

It has led to speculation that

future black money would be held

in dollars, euro and other foreign

currencies. It is also an indicator

that the currency is losing trust.

No reliable estimates are

available on the distribution of

untaxed income. It can at best be

around 4 percent – equal to those

paying the taxes. Since average in-

come is low in India, mostly peo-

ple are below tax limit. A glaring

example is the seizure of Rs 3.5

crore from a chartered flight from

Hissar to Dimapur, said to belong

to a Nagaland politician. Since he

does not have to pay I-T being a

tribal, it was returned to him with-

out a demur.

That shows that black money

can be turned to white – if one

does not have to pay the tax as

people in north-east, a farmer or

if one pays tax on it. The I-T col-

lection is a pittance of around Rs

1.75 lakh crore. Its collection charg-

es are the highest in the world. It

creates an army of  corrupt offi-

cials.

The easiest thing would be to

do away with I-T or cut it to 15

percent. More money would flow

into the market and boost growth.

Another imprudent act is to have

TDS on bank deposits. More the

finance is shackled more is the

problem for the economy.

The government has taken the

step in sincerity. But that may not

be enough. Poor needs a fool-

proof system, a cushion against

inflation, safe and easy maneuver-

ability as cash promises. qq

The rupee is

losing its value

post

demonetisation.

Counter ViewCounter ViewCounter ViewCounter ViewCounter View
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Massive amounts of food grains are col-

lected form the northwestern region of  In-

dia by the procurement agencies, but the

management of the Crop residue, a much

larger volume is left for the farmer to cope

with. A very serious aspect of all this is, that

we think of food grain production and ag-

riculture as a rural concern only, without re-

alizing that the economics of agricultural

practices will resonate  everywhere, and  that

is what has been happening as the winds

don’t respect the state boundaries.Burning,

the crop residue management practice after

harvesting coarse paddy, does add to the al-

ready polluted atmosphere of the concrete

urban jungles, that are already loaded with the pollution from the vehicles, massive

infrastructure construction activity and industrial fumes, for days till the wind or the

rains dissipate the suspended particles of  the smog.

Agriculture aggravates the problem of  air pollution, because the entire pad-

dy crop gets harvested within a few days in Punjab. The most of  the area is

usually under one popular recommended cultivator, and the crop ripens simulta-

neously. Farmer shave to quickly get their fields ready for the next popular rec-

ommended variety of wheat and make use of the narrow temperature window

that will ensure germination of  the seeds.Thus creating a very compelling situation

for the farmers. The crop residue burning happens to be the quickest and the

cheapest method as it costs one whole working day and about Rs 6000 to plough

the paddy straw in one acre field. Wheat can be sown in the standing rice stubble

with happy seeder, but the massive crop residue strewn around, at times affects

the germination, reducing crop stand. The paddy harvest season is soon followed

by Diwali, whenburning of thousands of Ravans(even small localities will burn

effigies’ at more than one place), followed by compulsive ritualistic fireworks,

that have also assumed gigantic proportions.

Thus in a quick succession, various events add up, to form a toxic cocktail in

the air, that knows no boundaries of rural and urban. It is only then that we all

start feeling the heat.

The “conventional agricultural practices and the rice –wheat rotation,” that

dominate our farm landscape have been encouraged through policy measures,

for more than six decades. The production targets are allotted to the states, Pun-

jab being allotted the maximum,  and the state agricultural machinery ensures that

the area is sown to meet the target. The bumper yields of wheat and paddy crops

have been harvested mechanically in Punjab since the introduction of  high yield-

Supporting

sustainable

agricultural

practices in

conventional

agriculture or a

transformative

agriculture, both

constitute a measure

of social justice for

the present and

future generations,

as a healthy

environment

benefits each one of

us, explains

Satvinder Kaur

Mann

Annual crisis of the toxic air in Delhi
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ing varieties. The combine harvest-

ers harvest the grains, leaving a large

amount of crop residue in the

field. The wheat straw is largely
consumed locally by the expand-
ing dairy farming in the state. But
the paddy straw has extensive sili-

ca content and is not preferred for
animal feed, unless it is processed.
Since the “burning of paddy crop
residue”is causing serious environ-
mental and health crisis, a policy
based interventions to sustain, the

“agriculture and the local food sys-
tem” is must. There is no dearth
of  technology today to add value
to the crop residue, including pad-
dy and all other type of biomate-
rials. But it will depends upon the

way decide to move ahead with
conventional agricultural practices
or we transform the agriculture.

I. In conventional Agriculture:

Management of the crop res-

idue should be a local and an in-

situ affair. This is how for centu-
ries the top fertile layer of the soil

was formed under natural condi-

tions. The most environment
friendly technology under the cir-

cumstances for the state is the crop
residue management should be the

local affair farmers paid for the
ecological services from the envi-

ronment funds.

1. In-situ management - Plough
the crop residue in to thefield soil,

before planting the next crop.
2. Reduced or minimum

Tillage–Because the tillage oper-

ations invariably cause loss of top
fertile layer of the soil. Scientific

observations indicate that the loss
of soil on tilled cultivated regions

is, on an  average 1.5 times more
than the formation of  new soil.

The Midwest region of US had

suffered severe loss of top soil due
to the excessive mechanized tillage

3. Emphasize Local Food

security- Since the Indian national

food grain security is in place, the

regions like Punjab, where the in-

tensive food grain production sys-

tem established much earlier, and

have been exporting the natural re-

sources (water and soil nutrients) to

the distant consumers for more than

50 years. The same production sys-

tem has been subsequently replicat-

ed in Haryana and UP and now in

eastern and central India, where the

food grain production has increased

and the food grain security in India

has infect a local dimension now.

Localizing food security is a

scientific solution for sustainability

of the environment, natural re-

sources, economic viability of the

region, its culture and biodiversity.

(i) Phase out Paddy, as it is

not the local staple food grain and

it is long overdue, as this will not

only prevent the air, water and soil

pollution but also save precious

natural resources from being trans-

ported out.  “Adopting the tradi-

tionally local cropping system”

where well researched options ex-

ist, for crops used as fodder, culti-

vation of summer pulses,  oil seeds,

vegetable etc. and the government

should arrange to procure these.

(ii)Introduce a Fallow pe-

riod, - as was the traditional prac-

tice in the region to rejuvenate the

cultivated soils, that has a very sci-

entific basis.

For regional and local food

security, Punjab should seriously

consider introducing fellow peri-

od, in the crop calendar, and leav-

ing fields uncultivated during the

hot summer months.Paddy will be

automatically phase out from the

state! Whatever unused plant resi-

dues of the previous crops re-

mains in the field, will decompose

practices in the early 19th century

and by 1930’s, the regionwas con-

verted in to a dust bowl. Since then

the US farmers in that the region

have adopted minimum tillage to

avoid the loss of top soil.

With conventional approach to

agriculture, the universal adoption of

conservative tillage practices like

zero or minimum tillage should be

the target and to reduce the fear of

loss in the crop stand, the excess

crop residue should be baled.

Moving “Paddy straw bales”

on long distance for industrial pur-

pose is not an ecologically sustain-

able method of handling crop res-

idue. It adds extra miles, cost, and

also transports the nutrients out of

the rural, the real cause of the soil

degradation, need for increased

inputs and the agrarian crisis.

Therefor thevillage Panchyats

or the cooperative society should

be adequately equipped with (i)

balers to get the crop residue off

the framers field immediately af-

ter harvesting, (ii) Happy seeder for

planting wheat in the stubble to

ensuretimely sowing of  the crop.

The straw bales can be col-

lected at common village land. It

would be very useful and handy

material for disaster management

during flooding, canals breach, and

routineouter reinforcements of the

local water bodies that is done peri-

odically using sand bags. In addition,

it can be used for making, fertilizer,

bricks, paper, board, andeven the

bales can be used as such for culti-

vation of exotic mushroom species

and the remaining if any diverted

asbio-energy source, and clearing

the space for the next season.

These effortswill not only add

value but also create many type of

jobs in production and marketing

in the village itself.

PerspectivePerspectivePerspectivePerspectivePerspective
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naturally, during summers, the heat

will sanitize the soils forming new

fertile soil layer. The practice will

reduce pest, diseases and pesticides

use in the state and save the natural

resources and yield and quality of

the traditional crops is known to

be better in solar sanitized soils.

The technology savvy grow-

ers should be happy to practice soil

solarization  using  various type of

soil mulches to enhance benefits to

the  crop sown after solarization

are well known. The government

for savings on the input should be

able to compensate the farmers for

the loss in their revenue.

II. Transform Agriculture

FAO and UNEP, has been

recommending “A transformative

approach to agriculture” since the

food crisis of 2008 and in the var-

ious “Reports on the state of agri-

culture” categorically states that

“business as usual in agriculture is

not sustainable”, as already global-

ly 3/4th of intensive agro-ecosys-

tems are degraded and Punjab is

one of them.  Agriculture accord-

ingly needs a drastically transfor-

mative approach to be sustainable.

Transformative agricul-

ture- implies integrating cropand

livestockproduction for sustainabil-

ity of human food security and

there is no crop-residue generated.

The US has been working on

developingperennial cereal grain

systems for their prairie lands, since

1976, where after harvesting the

grain the fields are proposed to be

used for rotational free grazing of

meat and dairy animals. They have

patented perennial wheat and rice

cultivars and work on sorghum,

corn, soybean and oil seed crops

is under way.  China and Australia

were collaborating in this endeav-

or with the US.

We in India have many peren-

nial agroforestry ,silver-culture,

coconut and areca nut based per-

macultures being practiced on large

scale in southern parts. However

the  grain crops like chick pea that

are infect perennial in nature, are

being cultivated as annuals.

For transforming agriculture

in Punjab, it is important that pe-

rennial crops of various typessuit-

able in the region, are revived and

improved, as the current annual

harvesting and sowing practices are

not only damaging the agro-eco-

system, but generate huge mass of

crop residue, being burnt in case

of  paddy.

The way to go about the trans-

formative approach towardsagri-

culture in Punjab is that:

In the first phase the state,

government should offer to put all

the land owned by small and mar-

ginal farmers (who are the most

distressed lot) under perennial cul-

tivation: horticultural or agrofor-

estry systems, develop these  as in-

tegrated crop-animal-poultry sys-

tems, in complete compliance  with

the ecological principles, where

only sustainable inter- culture  prac-

tices be allowed as per the recom-

mendations that are available for

the state. Like cultivation of nitro-

gen fixing plants, fodder and pe-

rennial grasses and those  that will

encourage buildup of soil antago-

nists, sustain pollinators, predators

and provide animal feed. This will

reduce the area under paddy,reduce

humidity during summers that en-

courage pests like mealy bug and

other fast growing insects that dam-

age the herbaceous crops setting in

the chemical treadmill for their

management.

l For successful implementation,

government should provide a

single window for the services

of the agriculture, horticulture,

soil conservation departments,

the environment and disaster

management ministries con-

verge, to help the small and

marginal farmers to transition

from annual to perennial agri-

culture.

l In addition the head of the fam-

ily should be granted an annual

sustenance allowance for a pe-

riod (that can be determined as

per scientific principles) till this

integrated system becomes pro-

ductive.

l The perennial plantations will

not only improve the agro-eco-

logical environment, impart  cli-

mate resilience, reduce emission

of the green gases and save on

natural resources and becomes

zero-input systems. The state

agrarian crisis is intricately inter-

twined with the increased input

costs due to environmental deg-

radation. The provision for rar-

ing free grazing dairy, meat poul-

try on rotational basis will pro-

vide quality food and enhance

economics of production.

Any approach that reduce-

spollution in the air, soil and wa-

ter, will also reduce  the social and

health costs of the citizens, as well

as also rejuvenate the degraded

natural resources. Hence support-

ing sustainable agricultural practic-

es in conventional agriculture or a

transformative agriculture, both

constitute a measure of social jus-

tice for the present and future gen-

erations, as a healthy environment

benefits each one of us and we all

need food. The objectives can be

with apolitical will for restructuring

the monitoryresources in the envi-

ronment & agricultural domains.qq
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I
ndia ranks eighth in apple production with 1795200 MT productions on av-

erage basis annually. It is amazing to see that even smaller countries like Turkey,

Poland, and Iran are much ahead in producing apple as compared to India.

Arunachal Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Uttrakhand, Jammu and Kashmir and

Nagaland are the states that contribute in apple production.

Nearly six decades have passed since these states are producing their crop

traditionally and with old conventional systems. No concrete institution at the

national level is available which serves as guiding and information centre to the

farmers. The states are trying at their own level with limited machinery and knowl-

edge to meet the international challenges. Today China is giving tough competi-

tion to our apple growers because of our poor quality production and weak

shelf life of the fruit.                      

Non availability and awareness of clonal rootstocks and advanced apple

varieties is major problem among the states. Poor extension services by the state

horticulture departments further worsen the problem.   Farmers are least con-

cerned about the soil health and rarely few people go for soil analyses test. Chang-

ing climate is also challenging the apple production adversely. The need is aware-

ness, planning and adoption of  the appropriate technology like selection of  root-

stock, variety, advanced pruning techniques knowledge of  nutrients requirements

of  growing and fruit giving plants and above all the soil analyses. We have enor-

mous market potential available for Apples, but only thing is, increase in produc-

tion by increase in growing area or increasing our yield by adopting scientific way

of cultivation. The government needs to think about creation of an Apple Board

& Central Institute for Apple production.

Role of Apple Board of India: The Board must be fully committed for

an efficient ,globally competitive and vibrant apple industry. The Board should

publicize various apple products and offer related services to its clients. Besides

trading in apple products the Board can offer the following additional services:

Leasing out surplus facilities, grading, warehousing, packaging, clearing and for-

warding. The Board must monitor the marketing of  various agricultural inputs

such as fertilizers and certified root stocks as part of  the strategy of  enhancing

efficient apple production through the use of  affordable quality inputs. The Board

can be helpful to the growers in granting compensation in cases of famine, and

other natural calamities. It must be the top priority of  the Board to evolve apple

as brand of  India just as the Tea has emerged.

Central Institute for Apple Production: The institute must work on areas

like crop improvement and production, physiology, nutrition, soil and water man-

agement, fruit protection, fruit engineering, post production technology and ex

tension technology. Various trainings and seminars for the growers by highly qual-

ified researchers and scientists at such institutes can prove highly beneficial to this

underestimated industry. The centre government initially can look for the out-

comes of the proposed methods on pilot basis and can expand accordingly after

analyzing the results. However it is definite that some concrete steps must be taken

in apple industry before the Chinese ruin our delicious Royal. qq

We have enormous

market potential

available for

apples,

but concrete steps

must be taken to

protect  apple

industry before the

Chinese ruin our

delicious Royal ,

suggests. 

Subodh Kadsholi

Need of the Royal

OPINIONOPINIONOPINIONOPINIONOPINION
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RSP produces 12-mm pipes

In order to maximise productivity and explore

new market segments, Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP)

has for the first time made pipes with 12-mm wall

thickness and 16-inch outer diameter (OD). ERW

Pipe Plant of RSP was successful in making the pipes

of specified thickness in this tough product range

from HR coils, thereby meeting the order of 1.2

km of pipes with 12 millimetre wall thickness and

16 inch OD placed by Bhilai Steel Plant, RSP said in

a release.

The Central marketing Organisation (CMO) of

SAIL will now book regular orders for pipes in 12-

mm thickness. Various modifications were carried out

in the mill to facilitate the manufacture of pipes with

these specifications. Modifying the calibration of

forming and fin-pass sections, altering the planned

width of the HR coil and monitoring the coil width

during rolling at HSM were taken up to distribute the

stress equally in the mill stands and avoid stress

concentration.These initiatives of ERW Pipe Plant were

duly supported by the Production Planning and Co-

ordination (PPC), Hot Strip Mill (HSM) and CMO.

In October 2016, the mill produced pipes with 4.5

mm thickness for the first time since inception in 8 5/

8 inch OD, it said. Till now, ERW Pipe Plant was

involved in manufacture of pipes of lower and me-

dium segment range.

SC on National Yoga Policy

The Supreme Court has asked the Centre to

take a decision within three months on framing a

national yoga policy making yoga compulsory for

students of  Class I-VIII across the country. The di-

rection came from a bench headed by Justice Madan

B Lokur on a set of two PILs filed by one JC Seth

and another lawyer Ashwini K Upadhyay. Interest-

ingly, when the same issue came up before a bench

headed by Chief  Justice TS Thakur recently, the Court

refused to pass any order suggesting it was not pos-

sible for the Courts to impose yoga upon the school

curriculum. The petition was not dismissed as Up-

adhyay was allowed to intervene in the proceedings

filed by Seth.

Dealing with the two petitions, the Court asked

the Centre to treat the petitions as a representation

and take a decision within three months. The petition

had demanded the Ministry of Human Resources

Development along with NCERT, NCTE and CBSE

to provide standard textbooks of ‘yoga and health

education’ for students of Class I-VIII. The petition-

er had argued that ‘Right to health’ is an integral part

of fundamental right to life under Article 21. “State

has an obligation to provide health facilities to all the

citizens, especially to children and adolescents. In a

welfare state, it is obligation of the State to ensure the

creation and sustenance of conditions congenial to

good health,” Upadhyay said in his plea.

BSNL’s profit jumps 6-fold

State-owned Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd

(BSNL) has reported nearly six-fold jump in oper-

ating profit during 2015-16 at Rs 3,855 crore from

Rs 672 crore in the preceding fiscal, while revenue

from operation turned out to be highest in the last

five years. BSNL’s revenue from operation rose 4.4

per cent to Rs 28,449 crore during financial year

ended March 2016, media reported citing sources.

PSU saw acceleration in the mobility business dur-

ing 2015-16 when 25,000 towers were installed, lead-

ing to strong addition of customers and higher rev-

enue from the mobile segment.

While the enterprise segment grew 28 per cent,

the landline segment, including fixed line and broad-

band grew by about 2 per cent, and mobile seg-

ment grew by 8 per cent, they pointed out. The

growth in income and ability to contain expenditure

in salary, administrative, employee remuneration and

other benefits, helped in growing Earnings Before

Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortisation

(EBITDA) to Rs 3,855 crore in 2015-16 from Rs

672 crore in 2014-15. Total income (which included

interest on refund of spectrum as part of other in-

come) stood at Rs 32,918 crore during 2015-16, up

nearly 15 per cent, over the previous year, while losses

nearly halved to Rs 3,879 crore in 2015-16 (from Rs

8,234 crore).

“The total expenditure of the corporation re-

duced by 1.3 per cent over the previous year.

Don't passon burden to consumers

All India Power Engineers Federation (AIPEF)

urged Prime Minister Narendra Modi that the bur-

den of  new emission norms for thermal power sta-

tions should not be passed on to the common con-

sumers by tariff  hike. The Federation also demanded
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for CAG audit of  all independent power producers

to check the actual expenditure on implementing the

new emission norms. Chairman of  the AIPEF 

Shailendra Dubey said that the Centre and the State

Governments should bear the expenditure on new

emission norms and it should not be passed on to

power consumers. 

The Federation questioned the assessment of

Information and Credit Rating Agency of  India

(ICRA) regarding hike of power generation cost by

13 to 22 paisa per unit and asked the Union Ministry

of  Power to clarify it stand by giving details of  the

cost to be incurred in implementing new emission

norms.The Environment Ministry had in December

2015, notified revised emission norms for Thermal

power plants with the objective of minimising emis-

sion of particulate matter, sulphur dioxide, oxides

of nitrogen and mercury and also reduce water con-

sumption.

‘Islamic window’ in banks

Islamic banking is being introduced in India,

reports PTI. RBI has proposed opening of “Islam-

ic window” in conventional banks for “gradual” in-

troduction of Sharia-compliant or interest-free bank-

ing in the country. In Islamic banking, which follows

the Sharia, interest is not allowed and should not be

paid or collected on deposits and loans. Also, in-

vestments should not be made in areas prohibited

under Islam, such as alcohol and pork. To earn

money, instead of  interest, Islamic banks rely on

profit-sharing and fees.

Both the Centre and RBI are, reportedly, explor-

ing the possibility of introduction of Islamic banking

for those Muslims who remain away from Banking

system due to religious reasons. One fails to under-

stand how justified is it in a secular country like India.

Demonetisation Discussed

Demonetisation was the subject of discussion in

the monthly Vichar Valay being held in central office

of SJM. Initiating the deliberations Ajey Bharti point-

ed out the need to understand Demonetisation move

in its entirety given the widespread impact on people,

economy, national security and above all the confi-

dence of  the people in Indian system and currency.

Dr. Ashwani Mahajan elaborated several ben-

efits of the move. He was of the opinion that in

the long run common man is to gain from this step.

Prices will come down; rate of interest will also be

reduced resulting in reduction of EMIs and also

lessening of  the debt burden on governments. Se-

nior Journalist Shivaji Sarkar felt that bureaucrats

have misled the government about transition peri-

od due to which cash flow has been severely af-

fected which further leads to disruption of eco-

nomic activity.

Ravi Wig raised the issue of senior citizens and

pensioners who will be adversely affected by reduc-

tion of  interest rate on their savings. Meera Sharma,

Kalpana ji, Dr. Neelam, Rekha Datta, Pooja Kapil

Mishra, Dr. Rakesh Kumar and Dr. Ranjeet Singh ji

also expressed their views. Sh. Saroj Mitra conclud-

ed the discussion.

‘Jallikattu’ notification questioned

The Supreme Court has questioned the Centre

for its 2016 notification allowing use of bulls in events

like jallikattu, saying that its 2014 verdict banning the

use of the animals cannot be “negated”.  “How can

you (the Centre) negate our judgment banning jallikattu

by coming up with the January 2016 notification al-

lowing bulls to participate in the sport again,” a bench

of  Justices Dipak Misra and R F Nariman said. “Your

January 2016 notification negates our 2014 judgment

banning use of  bulls in jallikattu,” it said. During the

hearing, the counsel for the Centre said that now it

would be ensured that bulls were neither tortured nor

made to take alcohol prior to jallikattu.

Supporting the historic tradition, the Centre also

said that the court should not stop it and moreover,

villagers could not be asked to go and see F1 sports.

The bench, meanwhile, refused to hear organisations

which have approached it to support the use of bulls

in the event and fixed the matter for further hearing

on December 7.

Earlier, the apex court had observed that the

country cannot “import Roman gladiator-type sport”

as it is against the culture of compassion towards the

animals.

On January 8, the Centre had issued a notifica-

tion lifting ban on jallikattu in poll-bound Tamil Nadu

with certain restrictions, which was challenged in the

apex court by Animal Welfare Board of  India, Peo-

ple for Ethical Treatment of  Animals (PETA) India,

a Bangalore-based NGO and others. qq
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Senator's Kashmir speech

An Australian senator who delivered a strong

speech on alleged human rights abuse in Kashmir

has tried to distance herself from the speech, with

her office saying that subject was outside her “port-

folio”. Greens MP Lee Rhiannon’s representative

said that Kashmir was not part of her focus area

though she delivered the speech on November 23

describing Jammu and Kashmir facing “occupation”.

“Although she gave this speech, she does not hold

the relevant portfolio,” said a representative of  Ms

Rhiannon to The Hindu on Monday explaining that

she would not elaborate on the allegations contained

in her statement.

The speech was noticed in South Asia as Paki-

stan Ministry of  Foreign Affairs (MoFA) cited it in

official press statements. The Ministry of  External

Affairs has not yet responded to the Senator’s com-

ments. The Senator’s comments are significant as high-

level bilateral visits are expected to take place between

India and Australia in near future. “Foreign minister

Julie Bishop should be exploring every avenue to re-

solve the current tensions and assist to promote peace

and justice in the region,” she said explaining that nu-

clear-powered India and Pakistan should be encour-

aged to find solution to the Kashmir issue.

Russia denies secret Pak talks

Russia  has denied media reports from Paki-

stan that it is engaged in some “secret talks” with

Pakistan on the creation of CPEC. “Reports appear-

ing in Pakistan media about some ‘secret talks’ be-

tween Russia and Pakistan on the creation of CPEC

do not correspond to the realities. The possibility of

Russia joining this initiative is not being discussed

with Islamabad. Our trade and economic coopera-

tion with Pakistan has its own value. We aim for its

further strengthening. The implementation by Rus-

sian companies of business projects in IRP (Islamic

Republic of Pakistan), including the construction of

North-South gas pipeline from Karachi to Lahore,

are implemented on bilateral basis,” said a statement

from Moscow that was circulated by the Russian

Embassy in New Delhi.

The Russian Government clarification came af-

ter media reports from Pak claimed that Russia’s Fed-

eral Security Services chief, Alexander Bogdanov, met

top Pak officials in a ‘secret meeting’ and reportedly

requested to join the CPEC. Media reports also

claimed that the Pak Government has given Russia a

go ahead to join CPEC and granted Russia access to

Arabian Sea through its Gwadar Sea Port.It is learnt

that Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, during his

tour to Turkmenistan, himself  made a statement in

this regard and welcomed Russia’s decision to join

CPEC. He said that a formal agreement in this re-

gard will be signed shortly. 

Bajwa is new Pak army Chief

General Qamar Javed Bajwa, an expert in PoK

affairs,  took over as Pakistan’s new Army chief  suc-

ceeding Gen Raheel Sharif and promised to improve

the situation at the Line of Control (LoC) soon. Gen

Raheel handed over the command of  world’s sixth-

largest Army by troop numbers to 57-year-old Ba-

jwa at a ceremony held in the Army Hockey Stadium,

close to the General Headquarters (GHQ) in Rawal-

pindi. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif earlier appointed

Bajwa as Chief  of  Army Staff  (COAS) by elevating

him to the rank of a four-star general. Raheel in Jan-

uary had declared that he would not seek extension.

There was speculation that the PML-N Government

would give him extension at the 11th hour citing rea-

sons that he was needed by the country to lead the

war on terror. The post of  the army chief  is the most

powerful in Pakistan.

After taking charge as the COAS from Raheel,

Bajwa spoke to reporters. “The situation at the LoC

will improve soon,” he was quoted as saying by Geo

News. Bajwa sought support from the media to play

a role in the keeping the morale of troops high. Sev-

eral high level military and civilian officials attended

the ceremony during which national songs and war

anthems were played by traditional military bands.

Indian Americans in Trump Admn

US President-elect Donald Trump selected a sec-

ond Indian American, Seema Verma, for a high-level

position in his administration, assigning her “to the

dream team that will transform our healthcare sys-

tem”. As the Administrator of the Centers for Medi-

care and Medicaid Services, she will play a crucial role

in carrying out the high-priority Trump campaign

promise of  scrapping President Barack Obama’s

health care programme and replacing it with “some-

thing better.”
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Although Verma’s job is not of  Cabinet rank

now, it has great political importance and she will be

in the national spotlight because of the Republican

vow to end and replace Obama’s signature healthcare

reform, which attempted to make affordable health

insurance available to all.   

Diwali stamp issuance Celebrated

Nearly 20 countries, including two UN Security

Council permanent members France and Great Brit-

ain have joined hands to celebrate here the issuing of

the Diwali postage stamp by the US. The event co-

hosted by the Permanent Missions of  Belarus and

India to the UN office along with the Permanent

Observer Mission of  the State of  Palestine would

attend the “Diwali” stamp dedication ceremony at

the Trusteeship Council Chamber of  the United Na-

tions in New York on December 5, according to a

media release.

The event would also honour Ranju Batra, chair-

man of the Diwali Stamp project, who worked be-

hind the scene for several years campaigning before

the US Postal Service (USPS) to issue a stamp in

honour of  the festival of  lights. It has become the

number one best seller in the history of  USPS. So

far more than 170,000 Diwali stamps have been sold.

Other countries that have joined the event as co-

sponsors are Azerbaijan, Cyprus, Georgia, Germa-

ny, Honduras, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Moldo-

va, Morocco, Panama, Sri Lanka, Tunisia, Ukraine

and Vietnam.

On October 6, the stamp was launched here by

the USPS, capping seven-year-long efforts by Indian-

Americans and influential American lawmakers to

commemorate the festival of  lights.

Brexit secret notes cause stir

A secret memo caught on camera in the hands

of  an aide to a Conservative Party leader outside

Downing Street after a Brexit meeting caused a stir in

UK political circles forcing the Government to dis-

tance itself saying these were “individual notes”. The

handwritten notes, carried by an aide to Conservative

party MP Mark Field, the vice-chairman of  the party,

included phrases like “what’s the model? Have your

cake and eat it” and “unlikely” in reference to the

European Union single market. “I was interested and

amused to see it because it doesn’t reflect any of the

conversations that I’ve been part of in Downing

Street,” said UK business secretary Greg Clark, forced

to react to the media storm around the notes.

Downing Street said the notes, captured on a

long-lens camera by photographer Steve Back, were

not written by a Government official and do not re-

flect its official position.”These individual notes do

not belong to a government official or a special ad-

viser. They do not reflect the government’s position

in relation to Brexit negotiations,” a spokesperson for

10, Downing Street said. The note also said the “French

are likely to be most difficult” in reference to Britain’s

impending negotiations over the terms of  its with-

drawal from the 28-nation economic bloc after the

country voted in favour of an exit from the EU in a

referendum in June.

The document also says the triggering of  Article

50, which formally starts Brexit negotiations, could

be “difficult”. It reveals that the EU’s chief  negotia-

tor, Michel Barnier, “wanted to see what the deal looks

like first” but the government does not want to pro-

vide details.

Trump warns leaving Companies

US President-elect Donald Trump has warned

American firms wanting to relocate abroad that they

will face punishment, as he announced a deal with air

conditioning manufacturer Carrier to keep jobs in the

country.

“Companies are not going to leave the United

States any more without consequences. Not going to

happen,” Trump told workers at the Carrier plant in

Indianapolis in his first major public remarks yester-

day since winning the White House. “They can leave

from state to state, and negotiate deals with different

states, but leaving the country will be very, very diffi-

cult,” Trump added.

During the presidential campaign, the Republi-

can billionaire threatened to slap tariffs on firms that

decamped for places like Mexico or Asia where la-

bor costs are cheaper. It became a repeated refrain

of  his victorious campaign. Trump specifically sin-

gled out Carrier, a brand of  United Technologies

Corporation, saying he had been encouraging the com-

pany not to shift thousands of  jobs to Mexico. If

they did, he said his administration would impose

major tariffs on Carrier products as they made their

way back into the United States. qq
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Benin accepts TRIPS amendment

Benin accepted the 2005 protocol amending the
WTO’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of  In-

tellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) on 23 November
2016. Ambassador Eloi Laourou of Benin present-
ed his country’s instrument of  acceptance to WTO
Director-General Roberto Azevêdo. The protocol is
intended to formalize a decision to ease poorer WTO
members’ access to affordable medicines. The proto-

col allows exporting countries to grant compulsory li-
cences (i.e. licences granted without the patent holder’s
consent) to their generic suppliers to manufacture and
export medicines to countries that cannot manufac-
ture the needed medicines themselves. These licences
were originally limited to predominantly supplying the

domestic market.With Benin’s acceptance, close to 65
per cent of WTO members have submitted their in-
struments of acceptance for the TRIPS protocol. The
protocol will enter into force once two-thirds of the

WTO membership has formally accepted it.

India ‘non-committal’ on China tag

India is not inclined to automatically grant ‘Mar-

ket Economy Status’ under WTO norms. ‘market

economies’ are the economies where prices of items
are market determined (based on demand & supply

conditions, not unfairly controlled by government. It

is well known that there is still a significant govern-
ment influence in the Chinese market. The objective

is to ensure India’s manufacturing sector is not fur-
ther hit by unfairly priced Chinese goods. Several na-

tions that have a strong manufacturing base are con-
cerned about according MES to China

Beijing is pleading that WTO member countries

must fulfil their promise to deem China a ‘market
economy’ from Dec 2016. Granting MES to China

will severely curb the ability of nations including In-
dia to impose anti-dumping duties on “unfairly priced”

Chinese imports.Of  the 535 cases where anti-dump-

ing duties were imposed by India during 1994 to 2014,
a maximum of 134 has been on goods from China

WTO complaint against USA

Brazil has filed complaint aginst United States of

America at WTO. On 11 November, Brazil notified

the WTO Secretariat that it had requested dispute con-

sultations with the United States regarding countervail-

ing duties imposed by the United States on imports of

Brazilian cold— and hot-rolled steel flat products. Bra-

zil alleges the US measures are inconsistent with a num-

ber of procedural and substantive provisions under

the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Mea-

sures (SCM Agreement) and Article VI of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 1994.

Report on US tax breaks issued

WTO has issued the panel report in the case

brought by the European Union regarding “United

States – Conditional Tax Incentives for Large Civil
Aircraft” This dispute concerns legislation enacted in
the state of  Washington in the United States in No-
vember 2013 through Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
5952 (ESSB 5952), which amended and extended
various tax incentives for the aerospace industry. The

European Union identified seven separate tax incen-
tives, including a reduced business and occupation tax
rate, credits against business taxation, and exemptions
from various other taxes in the state of  Washington.

The European Union claimed that those tax in-
centives are prohibited under various Articles of the

SCM Agreement as subsidies that are contingent on
the use of  domestic over imported goods. The Panel
concluded that each of the aerospace tax measures at
issue constitutes a subsidy within the meaning of Ar-
ticle 1 of the SCM Agreement. Panel also found that
the United States has acted inconsistently with Article

3.2 of the SCM Agreement.

ICT products regulation concerns

WTO members raised a number of concerns
about regulations on information and communica-
tions technology (ICT) and electronic products when
they met as the Committee on Technical Barriers to
Trade on 10-11 November 2016. A new online alert
system — ePing — was launched to allow small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and other stake-
holders to receive advance information about the lat-
est regulatory requirements for international trade be-
fore they come into force.WTO members discussed
a total of 57 specific trade concerns (STCs). These
included nine measures concerning ICT and electron-
ic products. These measures deal with the manage-
ment and disposal of electronic waste (e-waste), reg-
ulations to ensure security in the area of  ICT, the use
of  4G/LTE technologies in smartphones, and other
regulations, such as conformity assessment procedures

for electronics and IT goods. qq


